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The MISSION of The Merchant Navy Association is to bring all serving and retired Seafarers together in a spirit of
companionship, consideration and commitment towards a united lobby for the Community of the Sea
Hi Shipmates,
Please find below more snippets of information since circular #04 was published 1st April 2022.
My thanks to MNA National Secretary, Pete Sinke’s daily publication “Maasmond Maritime - Shipping News
Clippings”, Lloyds List, gCaptain, Maritime London, Flashlight and many others from the T’internet, not
forgetting the items sent in by Readers and any other source I can access.

MNA National Contact Points
Chairman, Ian Hodge - Mobile: 07725 995 321 Email: chairman@mna.org.uk
Secretary, David Parsons Tel: 01935 414 765 Email: secretary@mna.org.uk
Welfare & Events, Tim Brant, - Tel: 01733 205001, Email : events@mna.org.uk
Membership, Roy Glencross - Mobile: 07738 425 875 Email: membership@mna.org.uk
MNA Slop Chest Supply Officer:- Sandra Broom Tel 0121 244 0190
shop@mna.org.uk
Full Ahead Editor, Sandra Turner, fullahead@mna.org.uk Tel 01889 585 588

Change of Address???? If any member has changed any of their contact details (Postal, Email or Telephone) it is important that you inform the following people by email:membership@mna.org.uk, secretary@mna.org.uk, events@mna.org.uk, R546060@aol.com
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Ooops

Last Tuesday 11 a.m he PAIVI and BJOERKOE kissed each other whilst navigating the Kiel
canal more photos of this collision can be seen in tomorrow’s edition of this newsletter Photo :
Frank Behling (c)
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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The Merchant Navy Association
Bringing Seafarers past & present together
Through meetings and communications
Comradeship and Support for all seafarers
Merchant Navy and Fishing Fleets
For information visit our website
www.mna.org.uk
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ABP becomes first ports group in Europe to use digital Master Pilot
Exchange, eMPX
Associated British Ports (ABP) is the first ports group in Europe to use a new digital Master Pilot
Exchange programme developed by Ports of Auckland, eMPX, simplifying the current process.
Already in use at ports in New Zealand and Australia, ABP’s 21 ports will become the first Europeanbased ports to roll out and use the software. After a successful trial completed in 2021, eMPX will assist
all ABP marine pilots in helping to guide ships of all shapes and sizes into safe harbours eMPX, the new
global standard for master-pilot exchange, is designed with cutting-edge technology, and provides pilots
with an entirely digital experience, eliminating the need for paper-based processes.
Using an iPad, pilots will be able to plan ahead of a vessel’s arrival at port, before sharing the plans and
port data with ships’ masters, with the ability to update the plan if a ship is delayed. Data can also be
stored, with all data then stored in the cloud, readily available for future reference
Speaking about the partnership, James Clark, Technical Authority Marine, said: “It has been great
working with Ports of Auckland to develop this new software for ABP’s pilots, and we are delighted to
work with the team in New Zealand to make it happen. Not only does this simplify the process in terms of
a paper-to-digital process, but we will now be in a position to send ships information about their planned
passage ahead of time, which all contributes to better bridge resource management as well as providing
our customers with better information.”
Jason Ranston, Business Manager, Ports of Auckland, said: "At Ports of Auckland, we have been
thoroughly impressed with the deep level of insight that ABP’s pilots have been able to provide, as well
as the commitment to support the ongoing development of eMPX. For us, ABP’s ports represent eMPX’s
first step into Europe as a software provider, and we are excited to have ABP join a growing global
community of marine pilots dedicated to the enhancement of our master pilot exchange system.” The use
of eMPX at ABP’s ports is part of its long-term vision for digitalisation. Already in use amongst marine
pilots in Southampton, ABP plans to roll out eMPX with pilots in its other 20 ports by the end of 2022.
Source : portNews
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Pilot Ladder Safety Webinar Seamanship must prevail
Join us and our presenters at this Nautical Institute webinar
13:00 – 14:00 UTC on Thursday 21 April 2022
Register here for the webinar Registration (gotowebinar.com)
The Nautical Institute (NI) and the International Maritime Pilots’
Association (IMPA) have been concerned for many years at the
needlessly high rate of Pilot Ladder casualties. The NI is
continuously reminded of the problem from its Members and
through its Mariners’ Alerting and Reporting Scheme (MARS).
The issue features frequently in our publications, and we
recently dedicated an edition of our award winning magazine
The Navigator to the topic, emphasising the importance of good
seamanship in ensuring safety. IMPA has recently published its
annual Safety Campaign results 2021 indicating that noncompliance with long established SOLAS regulations remains
regrettably high - with little change from previous surveys.
Progress is not happening. Still pilots are being injured and still
lives are being lost during pilot transfer operationsIn this
Webinar Nick Cutmore, the Secretary General of IMPA and
Capt John Pearn, Chair of the IMPA Safety Committee, will
report on their findings and discuss how good seamanship can literally save lives.
This webinar will be interactive, inviting feedback and questions from attendees. A certificate of
participation is available to all those who attend.
Nick Cutmore – Secretary General, International Maritime Pilots’ Association
Nick was appointed Secretary General of IMPA in July 1999 following 24 years at Trinity House, the
Lighthouse and Pilotage Authority in London.At IMPA he has overseen a growth in membership and
activity in the past 20 years including the adoption by IMO of Resolution A960 (Standards for Training
and Certification and Operational Procedures for Maritime Pilots other than Deep-Sea Pilots) and the
introduction of improved standards for Pilot Boarding in SOLAS. Currently he is working on the
difficulties of handling Very Large Container Vessels among many other topics. Nick lives in the village
of Downe in S.E. England, where Darwin settled after his voyage on the Beagle and wrote “On the Origin
of Species”.
Capt John Pearn – AFNI, IMPA Vice President
Captain John Pearn started his pilotage career in 1979 as an apprentice Liverpool pilot. After completing
the apprenticeship, he went to sea to see the world, ending up in Antarctica on scientific research ships.
After gaining his master's certificate, he returned to pilotage in 1992 at Milford Haven. He also has a
postgraduate diploma in Port Management and a Master Degree in Environmental Law. He joined the
Executive Board of UKMPA in 2004 and IMPA in 2014 and is currently the Chair of the IMPA Safety
Committee.
ISO799-2/2021 hard copy pilot ladder manual &
maintenance book supplied free of charge with every new
pilot ladder from PTR HOLLAND GROUP David
Patraiko, FNI – Director of Projects, The Nautical
Institute As Head of Research and Relationship for the NI
David oversees much of the Institute’s work on technical
and training issues, and how these convert into
Professional Development for individuals and the
development of best practices in the industry. He is a
regular contributor to the NI’s publications, and represents
the NI with international organisations such as the IMO and IALA. He is currently Chair of the Green
Award Board of Experts.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Bad Bunkers: Ships Suffer ‘Blackouts’ Linked to Singapore Fuel Suppliers Reuters April 1, 2022
SINGAPORE, April 1 (Reuters) – A major bunker fuel contamination has affected at least
14 shipping vessels that received high sulphur fuel oil (HSFO) from Singapore, fuel and oil testing firm
Veritas Petroleum Services (VPS) said.
The company said an increasing number of ships were getting affected by the tainted bunker fuel after 34
vessels were identified to have received HSFO deliveries from two unnamed Singapore suppliers over the
last two months that were contaminated with up to 2,000 parts per million (ppm) of chlorinated
hydrocarbons.
“The impact has been failure of the fuel system to the auxiliary engine resulting in loss of power and
propulsion creating a blackout,” VPS said in a document seen by Reuters.
Such incidents could affect bunker fuel demand at Singapore, the world’s largest marine refueling, or
bunkering, hub.
VPS and the Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore (MPA) did not respond to Reuters’ requests for
comments.
VPS said the delivered HSFO actually met the ISO 8217 specifications upon each delivery, but a deeper
screening method identified the fuel contaminants.
The fuel contamination would likely have significant impact upon ship operators, in terms of costly
damages and repairs, voyage delays and time-consuming claims, VPS added.
One shipowner in Asia, who declined to be named due to sensitivity of the matter, said the issue is going
to hit scrubber-fitted vessels using HSFO bunkering in Singapore. Scrubbers are equipment used to
reduce sulphur emissions.
Users of low-sulphur fuel oil are unaffected, he said.
“Using contaminated HSFO as a bunker fuel, a ship might have to end up at a nearby port to make
arrangements, which would basically delay the voyage by a few days,” a Singapore-based shipbroker
said.
(Reporting by Koustav Samanta and Florence Tan in Singapore, Jonathan Saul in London, Editing by
Louise Heavens)
(c) Copyright Thomson Reuters 2022.
________________________________________________________________________________

Newport MNA Letter to Media
As mariners all, we the Merchant Navy Association of Newport feel we must express our disgust
at the dreadful treatment meted out to the it’s seafarers by P&O Ferries
A company whom by their own admission - P&O chief executive Peter Hebblethwaite – broke
the law in doing what it did.
Their act appears cowardly in the way it was carried out, and lacked human dignity, 800
serving MN personnel discarded apparently with little or no thought, other than how can they
be replaced cheaply!
I personally served over thirty years in the MN and of course I saw redundancies made and
companies change or cease their patterns of trading but I have never witnessed anything as
seemingly callous as this act.
Alan Speight
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Carry On Cast Guide - Then and Now – Actor Statistics
Many funny memories! And more videos alongside this one to see.
https://youtu.be/ZaUdWazXJkg
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Antigua Finds Two More Yachts
Belonging to Oligarch Roman Abramovich
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Global Ports Says It Was Not Involved in Allowing Superyacht Solaris To
Dock At Bodrum April 3, 2022
April 3 (Reuters) – Global Ports Holdings PLC said on Sunday that it had
not been involved in granting permission for a superyacht believed to be
owned by a person subject to UK sanctions to dock at Turkey’s Bodrum
cruise port.
The company did not name the yacht or the individual concerned but said Turkish authorities are
responsible for granting permission for ships to enter port, adding that “GPH must comply with such a
decision as long as the decision is legal under the applicable laws.”
Turkey’s ministry of foreign affairs could not immediately be contacted for comment.
The 140-meter (460-foot) yacht Solaris linked to Russian billionaire Roman Abramovich docked in
Bodrum on March 21 after skirting the waters of European Union countries which have sanctioned the
oligarch over Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.
A representative for Global Ports could not immediately respond to a Reuters request for more details
about the yacht or its ownership.
Reporting by Akanksha Khushi in Bengaluru; Additional reporting by Baranjot Kaur; Editing by Kirsten
Donovan
(c) Copyright Thomson Reuters 2022.
_____________________________________________________________________________________

General Average Declared for Ever Forward After Unsuccesful Attempts to
Refloat the Ship - Mike Schuler - March 31, 2022
Evergreen Marine, the owner of the stuck Ever Forward, has declared General Average following two
unsuccessful attempts to refloat the ship in Chesapeake Bay.
The latest attempt took place Wednesday hoping to take advantage of a weather system that helped to
raise tides about a foot higher than normal. Unfortunately, the refloating attempt was unsuccessful and
there did not seem to be any movement of the ship.
In a statement, Evergreen said GA has been declared “in light of the increasing costs arising from the
continued attempts to refloat the vessel.”
General Average is a maritime law principle requiring that the shipowner and cargo interests
proportionately share in the costs associated with rescuing a vessel after a major casualty. When GA is
declared, cargo owners are required to contribute to a GA fund before their cargo can be released.
Evergreen also declared General Average following the grounding of the Ever Given in the Suez Canal.
Ever Forward ran aground on March 13 outside the Craighill shipping channel in Chesapeake Bay as it
departed the Port of Baltimore with a pilot on board. AIS showed that the ship was travelling at about 13
knots when it exited the dredged channel and came to a stop in about 25 feet of water. Its draft was
reported to be 13 meters (42.6 feet).
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Study into welfare needs of women working on cargo ships
Cardiff University has recently been awarded funding from The Seafarers’ Charity to carry out research
into the welfare needs of women working on cargo ships. Whilst all seafarers working at sea face
difficult challenges, research has suggested that women seafarers may face specific problems and do not
make as much use of welfare facilities in port as their male counterparts. The study aims to gain a better
understanding of what challenges women seafarers face as a consequence of their work and how welfare
services might be developed to provide better support for their needs.
Women seafarers who work in the cargo sector are being invited to take part in a confidential online
interview to help make a difference to the delivery of welfare services to seafarers and help to ensure that
these meet the needs of female seafarers as well as they meet the needs of their male colleagues.
The following web page https://www.theseafarerscharity.org/new-research-survey-for-women-workingon-cargo-ships has details of the study and further information about how to get involved.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Holland America Cruise Ship Volendam to Provide Housing For Ukrainian
Refugees by Rick Spilman Apr 2, 2022
Cruise Industry News reports that Holland America Line‘s Volendam will be used to accommodate
Ukrainian refugees as part of an agreement announced by Netherlands and City of Rotterdam government
officials.
According to a press release, the ship will dock in Rotterdam for three months to provide a temporary
home for approximately 1,500 Ukrainians, part of a larger commitment from the Netherlands to
accommodate 50,000 people who fled the war in their homeland.
“We are in a unique position to accommodate the immediate need for food and housing, so we felt it was
very important to work with the City of Rotterdam and charter this ship,” said Gus Antorcha, president, of
Holland America Line. “Our company was founded in Rotterdam around the mission of helping
immigrants find a better life. So today we’re proud to be a small part of a similar mission for Ukrainians
who have tragically been displaced.”
Under the agreement to charter the Volendam, Holland America Line will provide three hot meals per
day, private stateroom accommodations, housekeeping services, use of public spaces, fitness facilities,
internet access, and other necessities.
The Volendam will be staffed with approximately 650 crew members.
“We are known for our service and hospitality, and our team is ready to welcome our new guests as we
would welcome guests into our own home,” said Captain Ryan Whitaker. “It will truly be an honor for us
to make Volendam a comfortable and caring environment for these families who have been through so
much.”
The Volendam was scheduled to return to service May 15, with voyages from Rotterdam to Norway, the
British Isles and Iceland. To accommodate the three-month commitment, Holland America Line will
cancel three of those voyages and resume service on July 3 instead. Guests on canceled cruises are being
notified today and will be accommodated on similar itineraries.
“We are very sorry for the inconvenience this will cause to guests booked on the three canceled cruises,”
Antorcha said. “We hope they understand the unprecedented nature of this situation and why we felt it
was important to work with the government on this initiative in support of these families in need.”
The Volendam will be docked at Merwehaven, a cargo port on the north side of the River Maas in
Rotterdam. Remaining docked will ensure Ukrainian families can transit easily to and from services in
Rotterdam.
Holland America Group has already been working with its own team members who are Ukrainian. A $1
million emergency assistance fund provides direct financial support. Team members from the region also
receive counseling assistance, free internet service to communicate with family, and scheduling
accommodations such as early disembarkation or an extension to remain on board as needed.
The family foundation of parent company Carnival Corporation’s chairman Micky Arison and his wife
Madeleine also announced a pledge of $3 million to charities helping Ukrainian refugees. In addition,
Holland America Line will look to raise awareness and funds through its On Deck for a Cause program,
in which guests on every cruise may take part in a non-competitive 5K fundraising walk. The money
raised will go to Direct Relief.
“We stand for peace and our hearts go out to everyone whose lives have been upended by the invasion of
Ukraine,” said Arnold Donald, president and chief executive officer of Carnival Corporation & plc. “We
have crew members from 145 countries and we sail with guests from nations around the globe, so we feel
deeply the impact of this humanitarian crisis and we join many others in supporting relief efforts.”
Thanks to Dexter Donham for contributing to this post.
The post appeared first on Old Salt Blog.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Does AI Dream of Electric Ships?
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Autonomous Shipping (unmanned vessels) are set to transform the
mercantile fleets of the world. In addition to the greening of the industry and the smartening of the
logistics, there will soon have to be a wholesale revamp of design with respect to understanding of the
changes that will be wrought in the maintenance and repair of cargo vessels. This article outlines the steps
that need to be addressed and proposes some systems of work. Current vessel design needs crews,
autonomy needs a full redesign.

Introduction
Maintenance comes in many flavours.
1. Breakdown which is “fix it if it breaks, leaks or squeaks”.
2. Periodic/Preventative which is “we do the laundry every Tuesday whether it needs it or not”.
3. Risk-based which is basically preventative, but somebody looks at the washing to see if it is dirty.
4. Condition-based which is measuring all the variables and dealing with situations when factors such as
heat, vibration or noise drift outside acceptable limits.
5. Prescriptive maintenance which is condition-based, plus AI spotting trends and pre-guessing repair and
replacement needs. All of these have their pros and cons depending on the system and industry in which
they are deployed.
AI is perfect for optimising what needs to be done, but not so hot on the gruntwork. This can include
changing out a burst hose, cleaning a clogged fuel filter, tightening nuts and bolts, clearing ventilation
pipes, and dealing with vermin to name but a few. These are all tasks that an autonomous ship will still
need doing if the current propulsion for mercantile ships continues. Sadly, maintenance and repair have a
lowly status in the hierarchy of shipboard activities, much to the chagrin of many of the engineering
officers. It is easy to imagine how physical maintenance would be low on the list of priorities for
autonomous ship designers. While they will, doubtless, design systems so that there can be no single
point of failure in the actual machinery, there are many other misfortunes that can stop the smartest ship
dead in the water.
We can turn to data, AI and advanced machine learning methods. We can apply advanced mathematical
methods and utilise computing capacity specifically developed for the marine industry. However, while
this may help to minimise unplanned downtime in equipment, machine learning has difficulty with black
swan events.
Maintenance in the Face of Uncertainty
Dealing with rare and unpredictable outlier events (black swans) is difficult for any maintenance and
repair system. It is also easy to fall victim to two of the psychological traps that beset this subject, namely
the frequency illusion and using the past to predict the future. The writer has experienced the gruntwork
mentioned in introduction, sometimes more than once; the cleaning of clogged fuel filters being the most
onerous. For those who think modern fuels wouldn’t clog, it is a fact of life that everything clogs. LNG,
methane, ammonia and any fuel all have clogging mechanisms that occur at the most inappropriate
moments and all the testing and quality assurance will only mitigate the problems rather than eliminate
them. Let’s face it, stars are just clogs in the vacuum of space.
The frequency illusion refers to an unusual occurrence that then becomes commonplace. Or when
remembering events, it is easier to recall the unusual and attribute greater significance to its value.
However, rare events are never as rare as we think. An example given in a previous article was the
satellite discovery that there are, at any moment, roughly ten “hundred-year waves” rolling around the
oceans. So having fallen consciously into both these traps, the question arises as to how autonomous
shipping will deal with them.
Autonomous Maintenance Stratagems
Autonomous shipping, at first glance, would seem to be confined to large fleet owners meaning budgeting
and scalability would be less of a problem. The reason being that, in all likelihood, designs would be
standardised to a degree that allows teams in each port to undertake standard maintenance without
extensive retraining. This would avoid major challenges from the number of assets, equipment and the
range of possible faults, failures and malfunctions in different vessel configurations. Standardised design
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would also allow a holistic approach to improving vessel efficiency and reliability. Scalability of a wide
range of vessel types that make up a typical fleet presents problems in itself as motive power
requirements for a Very Large Crude Carrier (VLCC) versus for river transport versus coastal trade are
vastly different.
What AI does not do as effectively as a marine engineering team is diagnose and determine the actions
needed to remedy a risky situation. Even if there is a team in every port capable of standard maintenance
for the range of vessels likely to berth, there needs to be a maintenance repair hit team ready to fly to
vessels drifting at sea. These need to be highly-skilled international engineers, able to transit through any
country at short notice and who spend most of their time idle. This is a recipe for freelance subcontractors and not employees of the fleet owners.

Ancillary Considerations
Vessels capable of autonomy already exist, mostly in the oilfield, military and research institutions. They
are characterised by a high degree of redundancy and mostly fully electric driven propulsion,
manoeuvring or station-keeping. Unfortunately, high degrees of redundancy are not high on the shopping
list of mercantile fleet owners.
The general rule for larger ships is one huge engine and a generator for ancillary loads. Electric
propulsion is not good for large vessels. The largest electric motor (36.5 MW) is only two-thirds the size
of the engine driving the largest boxship (56.8 MW after de-rating) and, for reliability, a good rule of
thumb is never buy the largest nor the smallest in any range of products.
Electric drives and systems tend to be far more reliable and need less maintenance than either hydraulic,
pneumatic or mechanical systems. 5-10 megaWatt motors are available and widely used in the offshore
drilling industry with solid-state speed control so autonomous ships up to a certain size would be
relatively reliable, and fairly easy to maintain. The systems would be somewhat more expensive than
current marine diesel, and detailed cost accounting would be needed to assess the relative returns. The
returns, in terms of safety and a decrease in insured damages, might easily tip the scale in favour of
autonomy. There can be little doubt that autonomous vessels for inshore, lakes and inland waterways are
sensible where they do not come into with leisure water users. Many cities are equipped with an extensive
waterway infrastructure that is often barely occupied by commercial users and therefore holds significant
potential for the relocation of transport from the road onto the waterways. The benefits of this could be
extensive, most pertinently diminishing road congestion and air pollution.
Source: By Joshua Flood, Senior Research Consultant, Valour Consultancy
_____________________________________________________________________________________

More Russian Tankers Are Going "Dark"
Israeli maritime security consultancy Windward reports that more Russian tankers are now operating
"dark," reducing the visibility and reputational risk of dealing in Russian petroleum. T The finding
confirms analysts' expectations that Russian oil exporters would take measures to hide private
transactions from scrutiny, given the sanctions on Russian banking and the extensive public outcry over
the invasion of Ukraine. "Russia has quickly become a pariah state, so they are obscuring some of their
activities because a lot of people on both ends of a transit don’t want any association to Russia," ……...
…………………………… Windward.
Source : MAREX
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Auctions ahead for Dream, Star, Crystal Cruises ships (updated) By : Anne
Kalosh
The fleet of insolvent Genting Hong Kong — those ships that sailed for Crystal Cruises, Dream Cruises
and Star Cruises — will likely go to auction soon. Auctions are required as part of the legal liquidation
process to clear any maritime liens (necessities like fuel, crew wages, supplies, etc.) with priority that
rank before mortgages. Upon sale at auction, the ships would be purchased free and clear of any liens. If
there are no adequate bids, the mortgage holder could take a ship in exchange for their lien and try to sell
it on their own for more money than the auction would have produced, a maritime attorney said. …….
Source : Seatrade Cruise
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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The Liverpool Seamen's Revolt of 1775
By Bill Hunter
Seamen were a big proportion of the working force in Liverpool in the 18th Century, and had a
great deal of support among the population.
In August 1775, owing to the American War of Independence, there were 3,000 Liverpool seamen
unemployed. Merchants decided to reduce the standard pay for rigging out a ship for a voyage, which was
30 shillings a month. Seamen who had been engaged to rig the Derby found, when they went to receive
their pay, that they were to be paid at only 20 shillings a month, and were told that there were plenty of
sailors to be had in the port.
They returned to the ship, cut down the rigging and left it lying on deck. The rest of the rigged ships in
the harbour were treated in the same way. When nine of the men were arrested and committed to prison
by the magistrates, two or three thousand seamen surrounded the prison and secured the release of eight
of the men. They marched away, discovered their error, and marched back to the prison. Here they
succeeded in releasing not only the other seaman, but also a woman who had been accused of aiding and
abetting the rioters.
The crowd marched to the Town Hall (which was also the Exchange) with a red flag. They continued
their peaceful meetings and marching and a delegation met the Mayor on the fifth day. There was a report
that the merchants agreed to pay the rates that were asked.
However that afternoon the merchants hired a body of armed men at ten shillings a day, and posted some
in the Town Hall to arrest the strike-leaders. In the evening, they fired on the unarmed strikers who were
surrounding the building. The dead were variously reported at two or seven, the wounded at ten or
several.
The seamen, incensed, went aboard ships collecting cannon, and then put them into position to bombard
the Town Hall. They bedecked their hats with red ribbons, raised the red flag, and at 1pm the next day,
they began bombarding the Town Hall. Four people were killed.
The merchants sent a message to the military in Manchester and two days later 100 cavalry with six
officers set off for Liverpool.
The seamen were attending the funeral of the victims of the shooting. The troops hunted down and
arrested forty to sixty sailors and marched them off to Lancaster for indictment and trial.
Only twelve of the sailors were indicted at Lancaster. Eight were found guilty, but then, all were
discharged on agreeing to enlist in the Navy. Of course, that itself was no mild punishment, but they, and
many more, would have been executed or condemned to transportation, had they not had strong sympathy
in the town at the conditions that brought the revolt.
Taken from Forgotten Hero, The Life and Times of Edward Rushton, by Bill Hunter. To read more
visit: www.billhunterweb.org.uk
Also: The Origins of Working Class Politics, Liverpool, by Harold Hikins. Published by the Liverpool
Trades Council to mark 125 years (1973).
_____________________________________________________________________________________

DEME’s Orion ready for sea trials Offshore heavy lift DP3 installation vessel
ORION will soon reach full operational
readiness.
Engineers and service technicians of several suppliers are
currently carrying out the final work on the ORION before it
sets off for the final sea trials. With its 5,000-tonne crane and a
lifting height of approx. 170 m, DEME’s ORION will
definitely be up to the challenge of installing even the heaviest
components in future offshore wind farms. DEME’s ORION
will soon be deployed for the first time on the Arcadis Ost 1
project in the German sector of the Baltic Sea
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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World’s Largest Electric Cruise Ship Sets Sail in China
Bloomberg March 31, 2022 - By Katrina Nicholas (Bloomberg) —
The world’s largest electric cruise ship has
made its maiden voyage, settling back into
port in Yichang in China’s central Hubei
province after cruising up and down the
Yangtze River.
Powered by a massive 7,500 kilowatt-hour
marine battery from the world’s No. 1 battery
manufacturer for electric cars, Contemporary
Amperex Technology Co. Ltd., the ship will
go into commercial operations from next
month, being used mainly for sightseeing
trips.
At 100 meters long and around 16 meters
wide, the Yangtze River Three Gorges 1 can
carry up to 1,300 passengers. It can travel for around 100 kilometers on a single charge, saving around
530 metric tons of fuel.
Developer China Yangtze Power Co., a subsidiary of Three Gorges Corp. and Hubei Three Gorges
Tourism Group, plans to use the ship as a starting point to expand China’s marine electric vehicle market,
including building a network of charging points along the river, the Global Times reported in January.
“It felt almost like sliding on flat ground,” Cheng Lu, one passenger on board the ship, told China Daily
on Wednesday.
Chen Guohai, the ship’s captain, said the vessel’s computer-controlled systems were a major boon.
“Before, I used my own experience to determine if any equipment went wrong,” he said. “Now it’s all
monitored by computers. For problems regarding electricity consumption and battery endurance, there are
data for comparison and automatic control.”
© 2022 Bloomberg L.P.
_____________________________________________________________________________________

77 ships await entry to Israel’s ports
One of the reasons that the crisis is hitting
Israel hard is that the government is not
allowing Israel’s new ports to open their
empty quays to unload any cargoes.
Seventy seven ships are currently waiting
offshore from Israel’s ports, waiting to
The MSC MAEVA departing from Haifa Port
enter in order to unload their cargoes, as
Photo : Peter Szamosi (c)
the global goods shipping crisis hit the
country harder than most. The number has
risen from 68 in mid-March but has eased slightly from 88 at the start of the week. One of the reasons that
the crisis is hitting Israel hard is that the government is not allowing Israel’s new ports to open their
empty quays to unload any cargoes. The government has agreed to the Histadrut’s demand to protect the
competitive advantage of the state-owned ports over privately-owned ports. Waiting at sea costs ship
owners an estimated $20,000 per day for which they are compensated by the importers who ordered the
goods. These costs are likely passed on to consumers. Source: Globes
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Salvors to Remove Cargo Containers from Grounded Ever Forward
https://gcaptain.com/salvors-to-remove-cargo-containers-from-grounded-everforward/?subscriber=true&goal=0_f50174ef03-fbb05b010c139894965&mc_cid=fbb05b010c&mc_eid=4c72dd3685
____________________________________________________________________________________
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TODAY IS NATIONAL MARITIME DAY IN INDIA APRIL 5, 2022
OTTAWA, TODAY–
Mr. Stéphane Ouellette, President and Chief
Executive Officer, Merchant Navy Commemorative
Theme Project (MNCTP), observed National
Maritime Day in India.
National Maritime Day in India is celebrated every
April 5 to promote safe and environmentally sound
intercontinental commerce. This day also focuses
on defending and preserving the maritime zone of
India.
The first Indian National Maritime Day was
celebrated on April 5, 1964. This was to mark the
maiden voyage of the merchant vessel S.S. Loyalty
that sailed from Mumbai to London, on April 5,
1919. The S.S. Loyalty was the first ship of The
Scindia Steam Navigation Company Ltd, and the
first Indian flagged merchant vessel to journey to
the United Kingdom. The S.S. Loyalty paved the
way for the creation of the Indian national shipping
company named The Shipping Corporation of
India.
The S.S. Loyalty, formerly the Empress of India,
was built by Naval Construction & Armament Co. at Barrow, England. She was launched on August 30,
1890, by Lady Louisa Caroline Egerton. The 5,905-ton vessel had a length of 455.6 feet, her beam was
51.2 feet, and she had an average speed of 16-knots. The ship was designed to provide accommodation
for 770 passengers. On August 17, 1903, the Empress of India collided with and sank the Chinese cruiser
Huang Tai. The vessel was reported sold on December 19, 1914 and was re-fitted as a hospital ship for
Indian troops. On January 19, 1915, the ship was renamed the S.S. Loyalty. In February 1923, the ship
was sold for scrapping at Bombay.
In the modern era, the Indian shipping industry plays an important role in its economy, whereas nearly
90% of the country’s international trade is conducted by sea. India has approximately 1,071 ships, with
722 coastal, and 349 overseas ships.
NEWS RELEASE - 2 - Quote
“Shipping is paramount to international security and defence, and to the global economy. This special day
aims to engage and build an understanding of the system of human relationships that bind shipping, ports,
and global society into a cohesive whole. Fostering partnership building opportunities among nations,
ports, seafarers, and ship operators is critical to successfully maintaining and enhancing the safety,
security, and efficiency of the maritime transportation system.” – Stéphane Ouellette, President and CEO,
MNCTP
Associated Links  National Maritime Day: 58th edition to highlight India’s growth in the maritime
domain; Know more | The Financial Express | April 4, 2021  India Observes National Maritime Day |
weeklyvoice.com – South Asia | April 10, 2020  S.S. Loyalty - The Story of India's First Swadeshi Ship
 Marine History of India  A Message of Gratitude to the Republic of India on their National Maritime
Day | MNCTP| April 5, 2016  A Message of Gratitude to the People of the United States of America on
their National Maritime Day | MNCTP | May 22, 2016  Official United Nations Observance Day of the
Seafarer | MNCTP| June 25, 2016  International Maritime Organization (IMO) World Maritime Day |
MNCTP | September 29, 2016  Admiral (Ret’d) Nirmal Verma, former High Commissioner of India to
Canada, and former Chief of the Naval Staff – Response to Merchant Navy Day (Ottawa) Invitation
Letter | August 16, 2013  Allied Merchant Navy Website – India Landing Page
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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More jobs at risk after P&O sackings as second ferry firm warns of 'race to
the bottom'
DFDS demands ‘level playing field’ over seafarers’ pay in the wake of the sacking of
800 British employees
The mass sackings of hundreds
of P&O workers has sparked a
“race to the bottom” among
ferry operators as it emerged a
second firm could also be
considering sacking its crew
and replacing them with
cheaper agency workers. It
means if Boris Johnson fails to
reverse P&O’s shock dismissal
of 800 staff, thousands more
British jobs could be put at
risk, according to union
leaders.
It came as the ferry company DFDS, which employs 2,700 crew members, lorry drivers and office staff
in the UK, told Grant Shapps, the Transport Secretary, that it would be unable to compete if P&O’s move
to pay wages as low as £5.50 an hour were not challenged and overturned. According to The Mirror, the
Danish firm has demanded a “level playing field” to prevent it being forced to sack UK staff on its crossChannel services and to bring in overseas workers on rates way below the minimum wage.
A spokesman for the company, which runs ferry services from Dover, Newhaven and Newcastle, said:
“DFDS has written to the Secretary of State asking for a meeting to discuss how a level playing field on
the Channel can be achieved for an operator like DFDS, whose crewing model employs British seafarers
directly.” They declined to comment on the possible implications for staff or the contents of the letter. But
Mick Lynch, leader of the RMT Rail, Maritime and Transport union, expressed concern for the future of
the £8bn industry in the UK. He said: “P&O have kicked off a race to the bottom on our ships. And
dithering by the Government over P&O’s illegal act is threatening more jobs at competitors and
catastrophe for UK seafarers. We want guarantees from ministers the Government is taking steps to keep
members’ jobs, collective bargaining arrangements and UK registration on the DFDS fleet.”
Earlier this week, the Prime Minister branded P&O’s actions illegal. And Mr Shapps said the
Government would “make sure P&O do a U-turn”. But there were doubts over the power ministers had in
forcing a reversal of the dismissals as the workers were registered abroad. Both Mr Johnson and Mr
Shapps have also called on Peter Hebblethwaite, the shamed P&O chief executive officer, to resign after
he admitted that the company had deliberately broken the law. He told shocked MPs at a joint select
committee that the firm had no other option if it was to survive.
Source : walesonline
_____________________________________________________________________________________

MNWB Annual Award for Services to Seafarers' Welfare 2022
Please be reminded that nominations are sought for the MNWB Annual Award for
Services to Seafarers’ Welfare. The award is given in recognition of exceptional
service to the welfare of seafarers, either in a voluntary or professional capacity.
Further details can be found in the following press release and we would be
grateful if you could share this on your internal communication platforms:
https://www.mnwb.org/blog-page/nominations-open-for-prestigious-seafareraward
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Back From the Dead: Snake Island Border Guards & the Russian Warship
by Rick Spilman Apr 4, 2022
On February 24, 2022, the first day of the Russian invasion of Ukraine, the Russian naval vessel Vasily
Bykov ordered the 13 Ukrainian border guards on Snake Island in the Black Sea to surrender. The border
guards replied, “Russian warship, go f*** yourself“. The warship shelled the island in response and the
soldiers were reported to have been killed. Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy announced he
would “posthumously” award the soldiers on Snake Island with the highest Ukrainian honor, the Hero of
Ukraine.
Then on March 7, 2022, Ukrainian sources claimed that the Armed Forces of Ukraine had attacked Vasily
Bykov using a shore-based multiple rocket launcher system off the coast of Odessa, stating that the ship
had been heavily damaged or even sunk.
Call it the fog of war. While both accounts had a basis in fact, neither the deaths of the Ukrainian border
guards nor the sinking of the Vasily Bykov turned out to be true.
Nine days after allegedly being sunk, Vasily Bykov was seen returning to the Russian Black Sea Fleet
naval base in Sevastopol, with no damage visible. According to The Drive, the Moldovan-flagged vessel
MV Millennial Spirit, which was still burning after it was hit by a Russian warship on 25 February 2022,
twelve miles from Ukrainian port Yuzhne, could have been mistakenly interpreted by Ukrainian officials.
Likewise, despite initial reports of the Snake Island border guards’ deaths, they were taken prisoner by
the Russian Navy and most were subsequently freed in a prisoner swap with the Russians. Roman Gribov,
the border guard believed to have uttered the anatomically impossible taunt to the Russian warship,
returned to his native Cherkasy region and was given a medal for his actions.
Variations on “Russian warship, go f*** yourself“ have become a rallying cry of the Ukrainian
resistance. The Washington Post notes that a journalist
for the Guardian in the region said on Twitter that the
slogan can be seen emblazoned on highway signs,
painted on checkpoints, and written in dust on trucks.
In March, Ukrposhta, the Ukrainian postal service,
launched a stamp design competition on the theme of
the phrase. The design chosen features a Ukrainian
soldier raising a middle finger at a Russian warship.

"Russian warship, go f**k yourself!"

The postage stamp named "Russian warship, go f**k
yourself!" will appear in🇺🇦. The sketch by artist Boris
Groh received the most votes and will soon be
published by Ukraine's state postal company.
🇺🇦

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Russia-Ukraine Crisis: External Resources
https://mail.aol.com/webmail-std/engb/DisplayMessage?ws_popup=true&ws_suite=true
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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P&O Offers New Experiences on Iona Fjords Program
P&O Cruise's newest ship, the IONA, will
set sail for its first season on April 9, 2022,
with its guests set to visit the fjords or
Norway. Paul Ludlow, president of P&O
Cruises, said: “After a very successful
inaugural season of UK coastal cruises and
the winter in the Canaries and Europe, we
are delighted to see Iona embark on her
first season in the fjords.
“These holidays offer adrenaline
experiences combined with the tranquillity
of the natural environment. Norway is a
destination best experienced by sea and
with new, memorable experiences both on board and on shore, guests can embrace an exciting wilderness
and wellbeing adventure or simply sit back and enjoy the panorama,” Ludlow said. Photo : Wouter van
der Veen © Among new experiences on weekly departures from Southampton, ex-SAS personnel and
expert survival guides will take guests on a RIB ride from Hellesylt to Ljøkaia. They will then kayak
along the glassy waters of Geirangerfjord, followed by a wilderness BBQ lunch. Another new experience
is yoga in the Blue Mountain Hall in Olden. Guests will practice gentle exercises and breathing
techniques in this unique structure part-formed by a huge boulder that fell from the mountains in an
avalanche 6,000 years ago. Back onboard the ship, guests can experience fresh Norwegian flavours in
Epicurean restaurant. Exclusive to the IONA, the six-course fine dining taster menu has been designed by
award-winning restaurateur and P&O Cruises Local Food Hero, Kjartan Skjelde. Among sample cruises
is a seven-night sailing on August 27, departing from and returning to Southampton, ports of call are
Stavanger, Olden, Hellesylt, Geiranger, Geirangerfjord and Haugesund. Source : cruiseindustrynews
_____________________________________________________________________________________

P&O's Pride of Hull ferry will not sail until 23 April
P&O Ferries' PRIDE OF HULL will not return to service
until the end of the month, the company has said. The
vessel is docked in Rotterdam after sailing from Hull
following P&O's decision to sack 800 workers in favour of
lower-paid replacements. It was expected to restart its
nightly North Sea crossing on 4 April, but in a tweet the
ferry firm said it hoped to "resume service from the 23rd
April". Sister ship PRIDE OF ROTTERDAM began
sailing again last week. The BBC has contacted P&O for
an update on the Pride of Hull. It was cleared to sail with
The PRIDE OF HULL during one of
passengers and cargo after passing an inspection by the
the World port Days in Rotterdam Photo
UK's Maritime and Coastguard Agency (MCA). The Pride
: Piet Sinke
of Hull, which is classed as a foreign vessel, is registered
www.maasmondmaritime.com (c)
in the Bahamas. Countries where ships are flagged bear
The PRIDE OF HULL is currently
overall responsibility for their safety, the MCA said.
docked in Rotterdam P&O Ferries'
Responding on Twitter to a customer asking about a
booking in May, the company said "If your booking is
affected we will be in contact with you directly. We apologise for the inconvenience and uncertainty at
this time". More than 80 crew members in Hull were sacked without warning by P&O in a video call on
17 March. The firings triggered a sit-in by the Pride of Hull crew who occupied the vessel in the city's
King George Dock for more than five hours. Protests were also held at the quayside. P&O Ferries claimed
that without the redundancies the business was "not sustainable" after losing £100m last year. Source :
BBC News
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Carnival shareholders told to oppose $15m pay bonanza for cruise boss
BY:EMILY HAWKINS
Cruise ship operator Carnival has scrapped its pay
rules to dish out a bonus worth $15m (£11.4m) to
its chief executive, in a move set to infurirate
shareholders. The owner of P&O Cruises granted a
$6m bonus to Arnold Donald, despite standard
performance criteria not being met, The Sunday
Times reported. The cruise boss was also awarded
shares with a value of $7.5m that vest over three
years. According to the newspaper’s report, Donald
received $15m, including some $20,399 for
The CARNIVAL SPLENDOR arriving in Singapore
for bunkers recently Photo : Piet Sinke
personal use of an aircraft. After being hammered
www.maasmondmaritime.com (c)
by the pandemic’s hit to trade, the titan was forced
to restructure its fleet earlier this year, dropping two of its US ships. Now, Carnival shareholders have
been advised to vote against the pay awards, in guidance from proxy advisory agency ISS. Tensions are
anticipated to come to a head at an annual meeting on Friday. Elsewhere, investors were advised to vote
against the pay by agency Glass Lewis. Source : City AM
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Owner of Tresta Star Given One Month to Present Dismantling Plan
The Préfet of Reunion Island, the highest ranking
representative of the French authority on the island
south of Mauritius, in the Indian Ocean, has given the
owner of the Tresta Star one month to submit a plan for
the removal of the wreck, which has been stuck at
Tremblet’s Point since early February.
https://gcaptain.com/tresta-star-dismantlingplan/?subscriber=true&goal=0_f50174ef03c0224ea8c5139894965&mc_cid=c0224ea8c5&mc_eid=4c72dd368
5
_____________________________________________________________________________________

RNLI ISSUES FRESH APPEAL OVER VEHICLES BLOCKING
LIFEBOAT ACCESS
Motorists parking illegally have again
been reminded that a delayed lifeboat
launch can cost lives. The latest
warning was issued by the Buncranabased Lough Swilly RNLI. “A
delayed lifeboat launch can cost
lives,” a spokesperson said. “We
would appeal to the public not to park
in the crew muster area both at Ned’s
Point and Buncrana pier.” Last July,
the Mulroy Coast Guard expressed
frustration at motorists ignoring
warnings and continuing to block lifeboat access on Downings Pier (pictured above). A month earlier, the
launch of a west Donegal lifeboat was delayed for ten minutes due to bad parking. That incident occurred
at Bunbeg Pier. Source : donegaldail
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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30 Pictures Showing the True Beauty Of Ukraine
This is before Russia invaded and destroyed the country and the world watched on.
https://www.demilked.com/beautiful-ukraine_____________________________________________________________________________________

The Latest magazine from Lloyd’s Heritage
https://lloyds-production.s3.amazonaws.com/_file/general/dispatch-issue-4.pdf
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Teesport facing Easter blockage as Svitzer tug boat crews call fresh strikes in
pay battle
Teesport is facing severe delays and disruption during the busy Easter period as tugboat crews employed
by Svitzer Marine take fresh strike action in a dispute over pay. The crews, who are responsible for
ensuring that container ships can enter and leave the port safely, are facing a pay freeze. This is despite
Svitzer Marine’s parent company, shipping giant A.P. Moller-Maersk, reporting record profits of $16.5
billion last year (£13.9 billion), helped by increased volumes during the pandemic. The workers, members
of Unite, the UK’s leading union, will strike for four days in the Easter week beginning at 08:00 on
Wednesday 13 April and ending on Sunday 17 April at 07:59. Unite general secretary Sharon Graham
said: “This is another example of blatant corporate greed. Svitzer and Moller-Maersk banked fat profits
on the backs of workers who kept going during the pandemic, but now deny these same workers their
justified pay rise. It’s a disgrace and we will never accept this.
“Our members will be receiving the full and total support of Unite until Svitzer makes a fair offer to this
workforce.” The workers have been forced to call fresh action as their attempts to secure a negotiated
settlement have been spurned by Svitzer’s management. Having already taken strike action in March,
Unite suspended action planned for 26 March with an offer to the company to attend talks at conciliation
service Acas. However, Svitzer refused to even attend the proposed talks. The dispute is highlighting
growing concerns about the creation of a freeport in Teesside, and the promises that it would bring better
wages for local workers. Such aspirations will be undermined if Svitzer and other employers are allowed
to force workers into a substantial real terms pay cut. Unite regional officer Pat McCourt said: “Unite has
made every attempt to resolve this dispute through negotiations, but Svitzer has rejected the offer to even
meet with Unite. “The strike action will result in Teesport coming to a virtual standstill, but this dispute is
entirely of Svitzer’s own making. “Svitzer can avoid strikes occurring and the disruption it will cause, it
simply needs to make a reasonable pay offer and enter into negotiations.” As part of the campaign to
secure a pay rise, a delegation of Unite reps travelled to Copenhagen in Denmark for the Maersk-Moller
annual general meeting on 15 March to raise awareness of the dispute with the company’s shareholders.
The industrial action at Teesport is also now part of an international campaign, with other unions as far
away as Australia reporting bad behaviour by Svitzer (Moller- Maersk).
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Trinity Spirit Ship Blast Followed $200 Million Trail Of Debt Defaults
https://gcaptain.com/trinity-spirit-ship-blast-debt/?subscriber=true&goal=0_f50174ef03-6be832381e139894965&mc_cid=6be832381e&mc_eid=4c72dd3685

Wreckage of the Trinity Spirit floating production,
storage and offloading (FPSO) vessel is seen after an
explosion and fire broke out at Shebah Exploration &
Production Company Ltd (SEPCOL) offshore
production facility on Wednesday, in Warri, Nigeria
February 4, 2022. Picture taken with a drone.
REUTERS/Tife Owolabi

_____________________________________________________________________________________
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“Serious Incident” aboard the world's first ship with liquid hydrogen
In January, SUISO FRONTIER took on the first-ever international delivery of liquid hydrogen.
Now it turns out that a fire broke out on board the ship just before it departed – and after it was already
loaded.
The SUISO FRONTIER left Hastings, south of Melbourne, Australia, on January 28, arriving
successfully manner in Kobe, Japan, on February 25, carrying the world's first cargo of liquid hydrogen
on board. Through the research of the Australian Transport Safety Bureau (ATSB), the federal agency
responsible for investigating accidents in the air, at sea and on the railways, however, the operation
almost came to a standstill. The ATSB announced that a fire broke out on board the ship on January 25,
three days before it was due to depart. There were no injuries or contamination issues, but according to he
investigation factsheet, the incident was classified as a “serious incident”.
“The ATSB is investigating a malfunction of the gas pressure monitoring equipment on board the gas
tanker SUISO FRONTIER after the ship loaded liquefied hydrogen at Western Port, Hastings,” the
agency said.
“A flame was seen on deck from the exhaust of the gas combustion unit. The unit was immediately shut
down and isolated before the crew carried out the fire prevention plan.”
A new technological revolution must ensure that humanity switches to other, more sustainable forms of
energy generation. That is why it is important to stay informed about the ins and outs of the innovative
energy sector. “If a critical security issue is identified at any time during the investigation, the ATSB
immediately inform operators and regulators so that appropriate safety measures can be taken in a timely
manner. A final report will be issued at the end of the investigation,” the Australian agency concluded .
An angry association
Julia Stockigt of Save Westernport, a local environmental organization, told The News that she was
"concerned" was about the fact that the security breach on board the SUISO FRONTIER at the time does
not seem to be to the public reported.” She also complained that, according to her, “since Planning
Secretary Richard Wynne saw the project in 2019 as a 'critical project for Victoria’, the facility (…) has
completed an environmental impact assessment to assess safety and other impacts assessment, has been
able to avoid”.
High stakes
As the medium Recharge points out, the aim of the pilot project is to demonstrate that the transport of
liquid hydrogen from Australia to Japan is viable and safe. Being in Hastings harbour, especially for the
Suiso Frontier, a hydrogen liquefaction facility (produced from Australian lignite) and a facility
placed for hydrogen charging. The 500 million Australian dollar (approximately 350 million euros)
project is being completed led by Kawasaki Heavy Industries, a Japanese multinational corporation that
manufactures liquefied natural gas (LNG) tankers and other produces products and is supported by the
Japanese and Australian governments. The viability of the liquid hydrogen transport has already been
criticized by some specialists in this field. Some think that it would be more economical to transport it as
ammonia. In liquid form, transporting hydrogen requires temperatures of -253°C. It also contains less H2
by volume than NH3 (ammonia).Translated from an article from Source : businessam.be
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Images emerge showing Ukrainian Navy Pr.304 Amur Class command ship
'DONBAS' (U-500)
on fire in
Marioupol, Ukraine.
Vessel has been
there several years
____________________________________________________________________________________
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After being modified for the next generations of windmill equipment, Amasus ROTRA VENTE
performed her first voyage with nacelles to Rotterdam.
_____________________________________________________________________________________

RRS Sir David Attenborough completes ice trials during maiden voyage to
Antarctica By : Amar Mehta
Researchers are measuring the performance of the
ship through the ice. It is designed to provide
scientists with facilities to study oceans, seafloor and
the atmosphere. The RRS SIR DAVID
ATTENBOROUGH has completed "ice trials"
during its maiden voyage to Antarctica, a key
milestone in the ship's commissioning. The trials saw
the polar research ship tested through ice, with the
vessel's captain Ralph Stevens saying the team was
"really pleased" with its performance. Mr Stevens and his team also performed a range of manoeuvres
including reversing, turning and impact tests going into the ice at different speeds, around the Antarctic
Peninsula and the Bellinghausen Sea. Embargoed to 0001 Thursday March 31 Undated handout photo
issued by the British Antarctic Survey (BAS) of RRS Sir David Attenborough during ice trials during its
maiden voyage to Antarctica. Issue date: Thursday March 31, 2022. The British Antarctic Survey (BAS),
which operates the RRS SIR DAVID ATTENBOROUGH, said the team used satellites to locate suitable
areas of ice for trials. Most manoeuvres were done in fast ice, which is attached to the coast and not
moving, allowing the team to work out accurately the amount of energy needed to break the ice, while
tests were also conducted in open and closed pack ice. "Overall, we're really pleased with the ship's
performance in ice trials - in some trials it actually performed better than we expected," said Mr Stevens."
The trials did highlight some issues with the ship which need to be addressed but this was expected - the
SDA is a bespoke ship with a complex design, and the purpose of trials is to find the things that don't
work so well. source : SkyNews
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Drastic changes to Panama Canal rates will hit the largest Users
THE proposal to change the charging structure for vessels passing through the Canal is bound to be met with
annoyance and disappointment given that such exercises rarely result in cost reductions for the consumer
____________________________________________________________________________________
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On the 40th anniversary - remembering the role of Sailors’ Society in the
Falklands War
This week, international maritime charity Sailors’ Society is recalling the role it played in the Falklands
War 40 years ago. On April 9 1982, the ocean liner SS CANBERRA departed from Portsmouth to carry
the Parachute Regiment and Royal Marines to the Islands more than 9,000 nautical miles (17,000 km)
from the United Kingdom. At the same time, the ship’s owners contacted Sailors’ Society asking them to
draw up contingency plans to notify the family of crew members in the event of loss of life By the end of
the month, the Society had also been asked to be there for the families of the Merchant Navy crews of the
EUROPIC, BALTIC and NORDIC ferries and the ALLEGRA.
Sailors’ Society CEO Sara Baade said: “During the
74-day conflict, the Society’s chaplains would make
more than 400 visits to offer help to families.” In
1982, in that time of war, we were able to harness
our network of chaplains to be there for anxious
family members. Today our chaplains are actively
working with families in Ukraine. “Our chaplains
and volunteers help hundreds of thousands of
Also added to that list would be the SS UGANDA
seafarers and their families every year. “Now, as
which became a hospital ship.
then, we extend a hand of friendship, hospitality and
pastoral care to everyone we meet.” Nine members
of the Merchant Navy died in the war, alongside 255 British Military personnel, three Falklands’ islanders
and eight members of the Royal Fleet Auxiliary.
Key dates
9th April – SS CANBERRA, an ocean liner, leaves for the Falklands.
20th April – SS CANBERRA arrives at the Islands.
25th April – MS EUROPIC ferry departs for the Falklands.
2nd May - ARA GENERAL BELGRANO is sunk with the loss of 323 lives and the SS Uganda is in full use.
14th June - War ends.
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Search under way for missing ship carrying six S. Koreans in waters off
Taiwan: ministry
A search and rescue operation is under way for a ship carrying six South Koreans that went missing in
waters west of Taiwan, Seoul's foreign ministry said Friday The Taiwanese maritime authorities received
a distress call from the 322-ton Kyoto 1 at around 9:50 a.m. the previous day and informed the South
Korean government of the accident, according to the ministry. All six crew members of the missing
vessel are South Korean nationals. The ship was on its way to the Batam port of Indonesia from Busan,
South Korea, taking the Kyoto 2 tender ship in tow, which has been found in the waters. The ministry has
formed an emergency response team to handle the incident. Source : Yonhap News Agency
_____________________________________________________________________________________

The SA Agulhas amid the ice of Antarctica. © Raquel Flynn
The Icebreaker That Found The Endurance Is Vital For Climate Science
Editorial April 10, 2022 by Sarah Fawcett– (The Conversation)It was 1914 when the English explorer Sir Ernest Shackleton set sail on his Imperial Trans-Antarctic
Expedition aboard a ship called Endurance. It was an ill-fated journey: the ship got trapped in the ice and
eventually crushed by pack ice in 1915. It sank to the bottom of Antarctica’s Weddell Sea. (Shackleton
and his entire crew survived the ordeal by escaping in smaller boats.)
It was difficult to believe that the Endurance might ever be found. The icy Weddell Sea is inhospitable
and the wreck lay in more than 3000 metres of water. But thanks to a South African vessel, the SA
Agulhas II, Endurance was found in March 2022. It was the second time the polar icebreaker reached the
coordinates that Endurance’s Captain Frank Worsley recorded as the ship went down. The first was in
2019; the ship was not located on that occasion.
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The tale of the Endurance is fascinating.
But so is the story of the SA Agulhas II.
Because of this ship, South Africa is
becoming a leader in aspects of Antarctic
science. For example, it is highly unusual
to make in situ measurements of the
physics, chemistry, and biology of the
open Southern Ocean and its sea ice in
winter because of the darkness,
inhospitable weather conditions and high
concentrations of sea ice.
Yet, since 2012, the SA Agulhas II has
undertaken at least five wintertime
voyages between Cape Town and the
The SA Agulhas amid the ice of Antarctica. ©
Antarctic sea ice, a journey of nearly
Raquel Flynn
3,000 kilometres. These expeditions have
yielded data that are essential to understanding the changing Southern Ocean, and to validate numerical
models developed to predict future climate. My research group, comprising mainly postgraduate students,
has collected samples on numerous cruises aboard the SA Agulhas II that, following their measurement in
the Marine Biogeochemistry Lab at the University of Cape Town, are improving our understanding of
Southern Ocean nutrient and carbon cycling.
The SA Agulhas II has also served – and continues to serve – as a training ground for hundreds of
students, most of them South African, in a range of disciplines: oceanography, marine biology,
atmospheric science and more. It annually supports SEAmester, a ship-based educational programme
dubbed “South Africa’s first class afloat”. During this government-funded capacity-building expedition,
approximately 50 postgraduate students from across the country spend 10 days aboard the ship. They are
introduced to interdisciplinary, applied, and hands-on marine science.
Shackleton’s so-called “Heroic Age of Antarctic Exploration” was fundamentally a show of European
colonial might. It kicked off decades of Antarctic research that was open near-exclusively to white men.
So it is fitting that one of the world’s most impressive icebreaking research vessels is today owned and
operated by the only African signatory of the 1961 Antarctic Treaty – which protects Antarctica and its
surrounding ecosystems from exploitation and annexation – and is a platform to train African researchers
undertaking globally-relevant research.
Fully equipped
The SA Agulhas II is a Polar Class 5 vessel owned by the South African Department of Forestry,
Fisheries and Environment and operated by African Marine Solutions.
She was built in the shipyard of STX Finland in Rauma, Finland, and handed over to the South African
government in 2012. Cape Town is her home port.
At 134 metres long, with ten decks, a crew of 45 and berth space for 100 scientists, the SA Agulhas II
was uniquely designed as both a polar supply ship and scientific research vessel. As part of the ship’s
mandate, she annually supplies fuel, food, personnel, and other essential resources to South Africa’s
research bases in Antarctica and on the Subantarctic Marion and Gough Islands.
She is also equipped with eight permanent scientific laboratories (with space on the stern for six
additional specialised labs in shipping containers). The ship’s infrastructure allows for various
instruments and sample collection equipment (and even people) to be deployed over the side or through
the centre of the vessel via an opening in the hull known as a “moon pool”.
These and other features are critical when exploring a location as remote, vast and inhospitable as the
Southern Ocean, which is typically defined as the waters south of 40ºS that connect the Atlantic, Indian,
and Pacific Oceans. The westerly winds can exceed 60 km/hr, driving swells of over 10 metres. Sea ice
more than a metre thick often extends over 1,000 km north of Antarctica. These factors make the region
arguably the most logistically challenging and expensive ocean in which to conduct research.
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Such research is critical. The Southern Ocean is the most important of all oceanic regions for Earth’s
climate. Waters originating near Antarctica transport large quantities of heat and dissolved gases, such as
the powerful greenhouse gas, carbon dioxide (CO2), around the planet and into the deep ocean to be
stored for hundreds of years.
Read Also: NASA Supported Study Confirms Southern Ocean Is Absorbing Carbon
Nutrients like nitrogen and phosphorus, critical to all life on Earth, flow from the Southern Ocean to the
tropical and temperate latitudes. There they are believed to support at least two-thirds of global ocean
productivity. Without the Southern Ocean, our planet would not be habitable: continued research and
monitoring of this marine system is critical.
The SA Agulhas II was able to reach the Endurance wreck site partly because of lighter than
normal summertime ice conditions in the Weddell Sea. This is almost certainly a consequence of humandriven warming of the natural world. Significant reductions in Antarctic ice cover due to atmospheric and
oceanic warming, along with related changes to the Southern Ocean and its ecosystems, present a very
real threat to Earth’s habitability.
Broader value
Across the world, and in South Africa, government funding for research is declining; proportionally more
science is being supported by private funders. A significant risk of this model is that a handful of
powerful people, rather than a community of scientists reliant on peer-review and subject to checks and
balances, get to set the global research agenda.
The SA Agulhas II stands out because she belongs to the people of South Africa. The ship’s success,
under the leadership of master mariner Captain Knowledge Bengu, in locating the the Endurance is a
reminder of her value not only to South African research, but to current and future global science
initiatives.
This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative Commons license. Read the original
article.
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Maersk’s unpopular shore leave directives likely to end up in court
By: Sam Chambers
Maersk’s controversial shore leave directives
during the pandemic are likely to end up in
court. The Danish Maritime Authority wrote
to the nation’s largest shipping line late last
month, warning Maersk it had violated local
regulations as well as the Maritime Labour
Convention by banning all shore leave for
crew on Danish-flagged ships in the wake of
the detection of the first cases of the omicron
variant of Covid-19.
Maersk got away with just a warning and no fine. However, the Danish arm of the International Transport
Workers’ Federation (ITF) intends to take the matter to a local labour court, seeking compensation. The
issue was first brought to light thanks to the intervention of the Danish officers’ union, Metal Maritime,
forcing Maersk to withdraw its shore leave ban in the middle of last month. As much of the world tries to
get back to normal post-Covid life, shore leave is becoming more commonplace finally. Singapore, one of
the world’s busiest ports, now allows shore leave for crews, effective from the start of this month, albeit
proof of full vaccination and a negative antigen rapid test within the previous 48 hours are required. The
International Chamber of Shipping has just updated its advice for shore leave during the coronavirus
pandemic, a document which contains information on the international maritime obligations surrounding
the provision of shore leave by state authorities and shipowners, and for seafarers. It is available HERE.
Coronavirus (COVID-19): Seafarer Shore Leave Principles, Second Edition | International Chamber of
Shipping (ics-shipping.org) Source : Splash 247
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Shell idles Russian ships to avoid sanctions By : STEPHEN STAPCZYNSKI
Shell decided to idle two liquefied natural gas (LNG) vessels chartered from a Russian company, in the
latest example of an energy giant seeking to avoid future sanctions or public condemnation tied to the war
in Ukraine. London-based Shell decided in March to take the ships out of service and bear the economic
cost, according to people with knowledge of the matter. The ships are primarily used to ferry LNG within
Asia and are not directly under sanctions, but the company decided to idle them as a precaution, said the
people, who requested anonymity to discuss private details.
The SCF BARENTS and SCF TIMMERMAN have been anchored off the coast of Singapore for several
weeks, according to ship-tracking data compiled by Bloomberg. The ships are owned by Sovcomflot — a
Russian state-controlled company — and are under long-term charter by Shell. “We can confirm that the
two mentioned SCF LNG ships are now idling,” said Shell in an emailed reply to questions. “We conduct
our business in compliance with international and national laws, abiding by applicable sanctions and trade
control measures.” Sovcomflot was not immediately able to comment. The move is the latest by an
energy company to self-sanction in response to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. The situation is particularly
touchy for Shell, as the company came under fire in early March for purchasing Russian crude at a steep
discount. Since then, Shell has said it will not make any new purchases of Russian oil or gas. The EU has
started to strengthen sanctions against Russian vessels. On Tuesday, European Commission president
Ursula von der Leyen said the EU is proposing to ban most Russian ships and trucks from entering the
bloc. Russian-owned, controlled, chartered or operated vessels are already blocked from UK ports.
Source :businesslive.co.za/Bloomberg
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

World’s first ocean crossing by a solar-electric autonomous vessel
Mahi Two, a Torqeedo-powered uncrewed surface vessel
(USV), has become what is believed to be the first to cross
the Atlantic Ocean using only solar power, according to the
company's release. The autonomous robotic boat left the
coast of Spain in September 2021 and made landfall in
Martinique, in the French Lesser Antilles, six months later,
after more than 4,300 nautical miles at sea. The Cruise pod
drive is powered by two 24V Torqeedo lithium-ion batteries
which are charged by Solbian solar panels. The system powers the drive, plus the steering actuator,
electronics and bilge pumps. The steering, communication, hardware integration, navigation and energy
management onboard are all managed by Mahi’s self- developed USV software. The boat communicates
using an onboard satellite modem, GPS and automatic identification system. Part of the Project Mahi
team recently started a company, MAHI, to bring maritime autonomy solutions to the market. They are
developing software and hardware products that enable USVs to detect obstacles and other vessels
accurately and avoid collisions according to the International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at
Sea.
Torqeedo is the market leader for electric mobility on the water. Founded in 2005 in Starnberg, the
company develops and manufactures electric and hybrid drives from 0.5 to 100 kW for commercial
applications and recreational use. Torqeedo products are characterised by an uncompromising high-tech
focus, maximum efficiency and complete system integration. Torqeedo is part of DEUTZ Group, one of
the world’s leading manufacturers of innovative drive systems
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

New approach to maritime safety needed
https://splash247.com/new-approach-to-maritime-safety-needed/
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Trinity Spirit Ship Blast Followed $200 Million Trail of Debt Defaults
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Ørsted calls for ‘no-sail zones’ after turbine blades fall at Denmark wind
array By : Kirk Moore
Wind power company Ørsted asked maritime authorities to declare ‘no-sail zones’ around eight of its
European offshore wind projects after a rotor assembly separated and fell into the sea at one site off
Denmark. The failure happened at the Anholt Offshore Wind Farm, and involved a Siemens Gamesa
turbine with nameplate capacity of 3.6-4 MW. The 400 MW rated Anholt array was commissioned in
2013 and consists of 111 of those Siemens Gamesa machines. There were no injuries in the incident
which was reported to authorities, according to a statement from Ørsted. “We are investigating the cause
of the incident, and as an extraordinary precautionary measure, we are requesting the relevant authorities
to establish ‘no-sail zones’ at all of our offshore wind farms that use the same turbine as at Anholt,” the
company said. “So far, the investigation has not pointed to a systemic cause of the issue, but we have
taken this precautionary step as safety is our first priority. The assets continue to operate as normal with
the relevant safety protocols, and customers in the relevant markets will not be affected.” The company
asked maritime authorities in the United Kingdom, Denmark and Germany to keep vessels clear of eight
other turbine arrays in their waters: West of Duddon Sands, Lincs, Gunfleet Sands, Burbo Bank and
Walney 1 & 2, all in the UK; Borkum Riffgrund 1 in Germany; and Avedøre Holme in Denmark. “At the
offshore wind farm of Anholt in Denmark, which is under service with Ørsted, a rotor was detached from
one of the turbines,” according to a statement from Siemens Gamesa. “The reason for this is still
unknown, but Siemens Gamesa is working together with Ørsted to determine the root cause and decide on
next steps.” Situated in the Kattegat strait between Denmark and Sweden, Anholt is 50 percent owned by
Ørsted along with Danish pension fund partners Pension Danmark with 30 percent and PKA holding 20
percent.The Siemens Gamesa turbines were state of the art in earlier years of offshore wind development
but will be far overtaken by the oncoming generation of more powerful designs. Siemens Gamesa and GE
will build new models with nameplate capacity of 14 MW. Source : Workboat
_____________________________________________________________________________________

EU And U.K. Near Conclusion of Fishing Rights Dispute –
Bloomberg - April 10, 2022
Apr 10, 2022, (Bloomberg) –The dispute between
the European Union and the U.K. over fishing
permits is nearing its conclusion as almost all the
contested licenses have been granted to French
vessels, the Financial Times reported.
“The commission fully intends to continue
building a successful and constructive
relationship with the U.K.,” EU commissioner for
fisheries Virginijus Sinkevicius told the FT in an
interview published Sunday. “We managed to
achieve most of the licenses that have been
requested,” with around 70 permits outstanding,
he added.
Both sides have been in talks over EU vessels’ access to U.K. waters following Brexit in 2020. Paris
threatened to ask the bloc to take legal action over the issue as it considered that the U.K. demanded too
much evidence to allow French fishermen continuing their work in U.K. waters under the terms of the
new association agreement.
The dispute went quiet for weeks amid the turbulent geopolitical context following Russia’s invasion of
Ukraine. French President Emmanuel Macron said last week that 90 percent of licenses had been retained.
Overall, about 1,500 EU boats have access to the U.K.’s exclusive economic zone, 12 to 200 nautical
miles from the coast; and 150 to its territorial waters, from 6-12 miles out. In addition, 131 French boats
have licenses to fish around the channel island of Jersey and 44 around nearby Guernsey.
© 2022 Bloomberg L.P.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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SAVE THE JUBILEE SAILING TRUST
We are sad to announce that the Jubilee Sailing Trust will be forced into administration unless a
significant sum can be raised.
We have battled hard through the last two years but, as a small charity providing life-changing tall ship
experiences for disabled people, the harsh and negative impact of Covid and the cost-of-living crisis has
seen an increase in costs and a decrease in income which has now reached a critical point.
£500K will need to be raised by April 14th and a total of £1.2 million by the end of September 2022 to
keep the charity afloat.

Now is the time for action.
Please help us keep our beloved charity afloat by donating here: https://buff.ly/3jhUTdz
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Royal Navy history as first female takes command of ship
Commander Maritime Reserves said captain the appointment is a "monumental moment" in the history of
the Royal Navy. By : James Knuckey
A Royal Navy officer has made history by becoming the first
female captain to command one of the Navy's ships. Captain
Milly Ingham is the new Commanding Officer of HMS
PROTECTOR – the Royal Navy's only Ice Patrol Ship. The
First Sea Lord took to social media to congratulate Captain
Ingham, while the Naval Servicewomen's Network tweeted
"congratulations Ma'am" as HMS Protector shared a photo of
her new Commanding Officer. Commander Maritime
Reserves, Commodore Mel Robinson, also tweeted about
Captain Ingham's appointment, describing it as a
"monumental moment in the history of the RoyalNavy". She
added: "Congratulations and admiration in equal measure.
Captain Milly Ingham in front of HMS
PROTECTOR
Good for you Captain Ingham, good the Royal Navy good
(Picture: HMS Protector/Twitter).
for navy_women who have a fantastic role model and
journey to aspire to SeaCommand Captain Warfare." Captain
Ingham's appointment comes soon after Major General Sharon Nesmith was named as the next Deputy
Chief of the General Staff, becoming the first female British Army officer in the rank of Lieutenant
General HMS PROTECTOR recently completed this season's stint around the Antarctic.The ship has
been updating seafaring charts of Antarctic waters, delivering supplies and personnel to remote research
stations and monitoring wildlife and the environment. The icebreaker has also been upholding the UK's
long-standing responsibilities in the region, the Navy said. Source : Forces
_____________________________________________________________________________________

The What, How, & Why of the Ancient Principle of General Average
by Rick Spilman Apr 12, 2022
When the original ship was sailing in around 300 BC,
General Average had already been in practice for 5001,000 years.
Following several attempts to free the Ever Forward, the
ship’s owner declared General Average, citing “the
increasing costs arising from the continued attempts to
Kyrenia Ship.
refloat the vessel.” What this means, in practice, is that the
owners of the cargo now stuck aboard the ship will not
only have to wait longer to receive their cargo but will have to pay more to get it.
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The principle of general average is that all partners in a maritime venture share the risk of the venture.
Specifically, the costs of any cargo loss resulting from necessary efforts to save the ship, the crew, and the
rest of the cargo will be shared among the rest of the cargo owners.

Oldest precept of maritime law
General average is one of the oldest precepts of maritime law, dating back 3,000 years or more to at least
the Lex Rhodia, the Rhodes Maritime Code of circa 800 BC. The Lex Rhodia itself has been lost in
history, but was quoted by Julius Paulus Prudentissimus around the turn of the 3rd century. He wrote:
It is provided by the Lex Rhodia that if merchandise is thrown overboard for the purpose of lightening a
ship, the loss is made good by the assessment of all which is made for the benefit of all.
One could imagine an open-deck merchant ship of several thousand years ago, fully loaded with bags,
crates, and amphorae, getting caught in a storm. Waves are breaking over the gunnels and there is a very
real likelihood that the ship, its crew, and cargo may soon sink to the bottom. The crew starts heaving
cargo overboard to lighten the load and increase the freeboard of the beleaguered ship.
Should the ship survive the storm, the owners of the jettisoned cargo would have suffered a substantial
loss, while the owners of the cargo still aboard would benefit from their loss. Under the principle of
general average, the owners of the cargo that made it safely to port would be asked to help compensate
the owners of the jettisoned cargo for their loss.

Modern General Average
The first modern codification of general average was the York Antwerp Rules of 1890. The York
Antwerp Rules are still in force and were updated in 1994, 2004 and 2016.
General average requires three elements :
•
•
•

A common danger: a danger in which vessel, cargo and crew all participate; a danger imminent
and apparently ‘inevitable’, except by voluntarily incurring the loss of a portion of the whole to
save the remainder.
There must be a voluntary jettison, or casting away, of some portion of the joint concern for the
purpose of avoiding this imminent peril, periculi imminentis evitandi causa, or, in other words, a
transfer of the peril from the whole to a particular portion of the whole.
This attempt to avoid the imminent common peril must be successful.

Recent Declarations of General Average
The MV Hyundai Fortune declared general average following an explosion and fire in 2006 off the coast
of Yemen.
The M/V MSC Sabrina declared general average in effect after grounding in the Saint Lawrence river on
8 March 2008.
The owners of the Hanjin Osaka declared general average following an explosion in the ship’s engine
room on 8 January 2012.
Maersk declared general average for Maersk Honam after a fire in the Arabian Sea in March 2018.
The owners of the Northern Jupiter declared general average following an engine fire on 28 January 2020.
Shoei Kisen, the owners of the Ever Given, declared general average following the grounding of the
vessel in the Suez Canal on 23 March 2021, resulting in a six-day shutdown of traffic in the canal until it
was freed by 11 tugs and two dredgers.
Evergreen Marine, the owners of the Ever Forward, declared general average on 31 March 2022
following the grounding of the vessel in Chesapeake Bay.
The post appeared first on Old Salt Blog.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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The Zong Massacre, General Average and Abolition by Rick Spilman
Apr 13, 2022
Here is a repost about a massacre, in which general
average was declared involving a shipment of human
cargo.
On November 29, 1781, the British slave ship Zong was
desperately short of potable water, in part due to an error
in navigation and in part due to an incompetent cooper.
Captain Luke Collingwood, in command of the ship,
ordered his crew to throw one-third of the ship’s cargo
overboard — a shipment of Africans bound for slavery
in Jamaica. Between November 29th and December 1st,
132 Africans, still bound in shackles, were thrown
overboard and drowned. The ship and its human cargo
had been insured in England for £8,000. After the ship
finally arrived in port, the ship’s owners filed an
insurance claim for the Africans killed by the officers and crew, claiming general average.
General average dates back to at least the 8th century BCE and is the principle that all parties share in the
risks of a sea voyage. If a ship is caught in a storm and cargo is thrown overboard to save the ship and the
rest of the cargo, under general average the cost of the lost cargo would be shared by the owners of the
cargo and the ship. Because the Zong, was insured and because, the owners argued, the murders of the
Africans were committed to “save the ship and the rest of the cargo,” the owners claimed that they were
due compensation from the underwriters. Grotesquely, if the captain had simply allowed the Africans to
die onboard the ship and then pitched them over the side, the underwriters would owe the ship nothing.
Slaves dying during a voyage was considered a cost of doing business. The murder of the Africans on the
Zong was a calculated business decision to attempt to maximize owner’s return on the voyage.
The underwriters refused to pay the claim. The shipowners sued. In the lawsuit that followed, John Lee,
the solicitor general, argued that the killings were not a matter of murder or morality but solely involved a
question of property and insurance:
What is this claim that human people have been thrown overboard? This is a case of chattels or goods.
Blacks are goods and property; it is madness to accuse these well-serving honourable men of murder.
They acted out of necessity and in the most appropriate manner for the cause. The late Captain
Collingwood acted in the interest of his ship to protect the safety of his crew. To question the judgement
of an experienced well-travelled captain held in the highest regard is one of folly, especially when talking
of slaves. The case is the same as if wood had been thrown overboard.
In March of 1783, the jury found on behalf of the ship owners.
The Zong massacre, however, resonated throughout British society. While slavery in Britain had been
effectively abolished in 1772, the international slave trade continued to be big business and was
considered critical to the support of the British sugar islands of the West Indies. The Zong massacre,
which showed the face of slavery, would become a rallying cry for British abolitionists. The Society for
Effecting the Abolition of the Slave Trade was organized in London in 1787. The Slave Trade Act 1807
abolished the British slave trade and the Slavery Abolition Act 1833 abolished slavery throughout most of
the British Empire.
The post appeared first on Old Salt Blog.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Sailors’ Society remembers Titanic officer who was one of its own
“The sea is still God’s school for teaching the highest in sacrifice”
On the 110th anniversary of the sinking of the Titanic, international
maritime charity Sailors’ Society is paying a special tribute to one
of its own - the Titanic’s Sixth Officer, James Moody. Moody, who
was just 24, was the only junior officer to go down with the ship.
Shortly before midnight on April 14 1912, the Titanic hit an
iceberg. The story of this tragedy and the many individual acts of
heroism are well known. But especially poignant for the Society is
the act of duty carried out by the seafarer son of a Northeast
solicitor. James Moody had been trained at the Society’s King
Edward VII Nautical School, securing his Master’s Certificate just
a year before the fateful voyage. In an open letter to the press,
shortly after news of the tragedy broke, the Society said:
“Till the last moment comes it is the duty of the junior officer to
stand by his Captain, pass on his commands and be steadfast unto
death.” It is reported that Moody helped launch lifeboats and in a well-known incident, that of the
separation of the Becker family, it was Moody who saw three members of the family into the lifeboat
while Ruth Becker went to find extra blankets. It is recorded that Ruth then asked Moody to help her
board the next lifeboat and he lifted her up and threw her in. It is likely James stood with his Captain,
Edward Smith, to the very end when Smith gave the command: “Every Man for himself and God for us
all!” Both Captain and Sixth Officer perished when the ship broke apart and went down early in the
morning of April 15th. Moody’s body was never identified. The open letter from the Society reflected:
“The sea is still God’s school for teaching the highest in sacrifice.” A monument in Woodland Cemetery,
Scarborough, also commemorates Moody’s sacrifice with the words: “Greater love hath no man than this,
that a man lay down his life for his friends”. There were just 706 survivors from a passenger and crew list
of nearly 2,000.
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Four Masted Barque rounding Cape Horn 1928 - Captain Irving
Some 38 minutes of excellent film of the PEEKING on voyage from Hamburg round Cape Horn (East to
West) to Chile
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZLzBDhilDL0
Sit back & enjoy
___________________________________________________________________________________))
Ammo Blast Cripples Russian Navy Flagship Says Defense Minister - Reuters
April 13, 2022
by David Ljunggren (Reuters) The flagship of Russia’s Black Sea fleet, the Moskva missile cruiser, was
badly damaged when ammunition on board blew up, Interfax news agency quoted the defense ministry as
saying on Thursday.
Interfax said the crew had been evacuated. It blamed the blast on a fire and said the cause was being
investigated.
A Ukrainian official earlier said the Moskva had been hit by two missiles but did not give any evidence.
The 12,500 tonne ship has a crew of around 500. Russian news agencies said the Moskva was armed with
16 anti-ship “Vulkan” cruise missiles, which have a range of at least 700 km (440 miles).
“As the result of a fire on the Moskva missile cruiser, ammunition detonated. The ship was seriously
damaged,” the Russian Defense Ministry said in a statement. “The crew was completely evacuated.”
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Russia’s targeting of merchant ships branded a war crime
https://splash247.com/russias-targeting-of-merchant-ships-branded-a-war-crime/
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Proposed MNA GLASGOW Branch
Gerard (Gerry) McGeever is planning to set up a MNA Glasgow Branch. You are invited to make
contact with him on 07896 743165 or on mnaglasgow@gmail.com.
It is planned to set up regular monthly meetings in a Central Glasgow venue to further the aims of the
National association at local branch level.
There is a Facebook page “Glasgow MNA” which you can join where further information will be posted.
Please support Gerry in his endeavours and let your MN colleagues know.
_____________________________________________________________________________________

South Africa’s Durban Port Resumes Operations After Flood - Reuters
April 13, 2022
JOHANNESBURG, April 13 (Reuters) – South
Africa’s Transnet has begun a gradual resumption in
operations at the minerals export hub
of Durban port after flooding caused a 36-hour
suspension, the Department of Public Enterprises said
on Wednesday.
State-owned logistics company Transnet suspended shipping at the port on South Africa’s eastern coast
from 1930 local time on Monday, saying heavy rains had damaged roads into the port.
“Shipping, which was suspended as a result of extensive debris caused by the adverse weather, is
expected to resume once safety has been established for marine craft and vessel navigation,” the
Department of Public Enterprises said, adding that terminals at Richards Bay are operating less
efficiently.
At least 45 people have died as a consequence of heavy rains in the eastern province of KwaZulu-Natal.
(Reporting by Helen ReidEditing by David Goodman)
(c) Copyright Thomson Reuters 2022.
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Royal Sovereign Lighthouse finishes its service
Royal Sovereign
Lighthouse was built
by Trinity House in
1971 and
decommissioned as
an aid to navigation
on 21 March 2022.
After more than 50
years of reliable
service as an aid to
navigation, Trinity
House turned off
Royal Sovereign Lighthouse on 21 March 2022 at the end of its serviceable life.
Royal Sovereign Lighthouse was built in 1971 with a design life of 50 years. Having monitored the fabric
of the lighthouse over the last decade and observing the expected signs of deterioration, Trinity House
concluded that the ongoing safety of the mariner required that the structure be decommissioned.
The image (on the right) above was shared by THV Galatea's Captain Martin Hamilton, showing the
vessel deploying four cardinal buoys around the lighthouse to mark the hazard while works take place to
remove it.
Read more at https://www.trinityhouse.co.uk/articles/royal-sovereign-lighthouse-finishes-its-service
Royal Sovereign was a major way point in my day … but that was before ‘way points’ were invented.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Huge Humber ferry terminal plan for ABP and Stena Line is scaled down
Four berth proposal becomes three as work presses on for summer development consent order application
By : David Laister
Plans for a new freight-focused ferry terminal at Immingham have been downsized following consultation
and further technical work. One of the four proposed new roll-on roll-off berths has been dropped,
reducing the size of the scheme, part of a £100 million commitment revealed in January. Associated
British Ports has agreed a 50-year partnership with Stena Line on the major expansion project focused on
the eastern flank of the UK’s largest port. Proposals were scaled down after analysis of responses,
representations and a commissioned navigation simulation.
It will see the berth nearest the shore not developed, reducing the size of the required dredged berth
pocket, reducing the environmental impact. Due to the 25 per cent cut in anticipated vehicle throughput, a
trailer park area at the far east of the port estate is also being removed. Simon Bird, ABP’s director in the
Humber, said: “The redesigned proposals are as a direct result of the very helpful responses and
representations that ABP received during the consultation process from regulators, stakeholders and the
public.” The company will now work up the development consent order application for what is to be
known as Immingham Eastern Roll-on Roll-off Terminal, ahead of submission this summer. If successful,
construction is anticipated to start in mid-2023, with completion in spring 2025.
_____________________________________________________________________________________

WE REMEMBER THE SINKING OF RMS TITANIC APRIL
14–15, 2022 OTTAWA, TODAY –
Mr. Stéphane Ouellette, President and Chief Executive Officer,
Merchant Navy Commemorative Theme Project (MNCTP),
remembered the sinking of RMS Titanic.
RMS Titanic, the famous British passenger liner operated by
the White Star Line, collided with an iceberg, on her maiden
voyage from Southampton to New York City, at 11:40 pm, on
April 14, and sank at 2:20 a.m., on April 15, 1912.
Of the estimated 2,224 passengers and crew on board, more
than 1,500 souls perished. Among her passengers, the ocean
liner carried hundreds of immigrants from Great Britain,
Ireland, Scandinavia, and other European nations that were
seeking a new life in the United States of America. The ship
also had some of the wealthiest people in the world on board.
Titanic was under the command of Captain Edward John
Smith, a British merchant navy officer, who went down with the ship. Mr. Thomas Andrews, Chief Naval
Architect of the shipyard, also died in this calamity.
Titanic was built by the Harland and Wolff shipyard in Belfast and was the largest ship in the world at the
time she entered service. The sinking of RMS Titanic is one of modern history's deadliest peacetime
commercial marine disasters.
Quotes
“The sounds of people drowning are something that I cannot describe to you, and neither can anyone
else. It’s the most dreadful sound and there is a terrible silence that follows it.” – Ms. Eva Hart, Titanic
Survivor (Born January 31, 1905, and died February 14, 1996)
"Many brave things were done that night but none more brave than by those few men playing minute after
minute as the ship settled quietly lower and lower in the sea...the music they played serving alike as their
own immortal requiem and their right to be recorded on the rulls of undying fame." – Mr. Lawrence
Beesley, Titanic Survivor (Born December 31, 1877, and died February 14, 1967)
Contact Information  Merchant Navy Commemorative Theme Project (MNCTP) Stéphane Ouellette
President and CEO E-mail: ouellettes@rogers.com Website: www.alliedmerchantnavy.co,m
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Russia's maritime lawyers call for an end to war in Ukraine By Nick Savvides
In an admirably courageous move, the Russian Maritime Law Association (RUMLA) has issued a
statement calling for an end to the conflict in Ukraine and a return to “reason and legal mechanisms to
resolve” disputes. Association president Konstantin Krasnokutskiy said its members were opposed to the
war and called for an “immediate termination of all military action”.
RUMLA said: “We believe there is no legal or political justification that would allow troops to enter the
territory of another state. Any military actions result in the loss of lives. We cannot and will not support
or justify human suffering. The decision to launch the military actions is contrary to the interests of both
Russia and Ukraine, and humanity.” While the RUMLA statement was chiefly concerned with the human
suffering, The Loadstar asked what consequences were being felt in Russia as a consequence of the
invasion of its neighbour. Mr Krasnokutskiy responded with a detailed outline of the effects on Russian
maritime enterprises and the movement of goods, due to western sanctions. Some of the most difficult
include the banning of all Russia-flagged and Russia-controlled vessels from most of the world’s ports.
However, the country itself has very few containerships and perhaps the more difficult restriction on
domestic commerce is the cessation of maritime operations by the world’s leading container lines that
have suspended operations to and from Russia, including Maersk, MSC and CMA CGM, said Mr
Krasnokutskiy. “The foreign operators performed all voyages to ports in the north-west and south of
Russia. They own more than half of the containers involved in the Russian market,” he explained.
Another major blow for the Russian maritime sector has been the decision by the International
Association of Classification Societies (IACS) to exclude the Russian Maritime Register of Shipping
(RMRS) from IACS on 11 March.
“Many insurance contracts contain a requirement that the vessel shall be classified by an IACS member,
which affects the performance of the insurance contract. Depending on the contract’s terms, the insurer
may be entitled to withdraw unilaterally from it. “As far as new insurance contracts are concerned, it
might be more complicated to obtain insurance cover or be forced to pay an increased premium for the
RMRS-certified vessels,” Mr Krasnokutskiy told The Loadstar. Most of these vessels will be tankers and
bulk carriers, and this will have a profound effect on the Russian economy in time, given that energy is
Russia’s major export and, with maritime costs rising substantially, it will be inevitable that the cost of
shipping to and from Russia will increase too. However, RUMLA’s motivation in writing to the western
media was to express their sorrow for those affected by the war and to show that not all Russian people
support Putin’s decision to invade Ukraine. Security firm Dryad Global today reported that the Turkish
military had destroyed three Ukrainian mines in the Black Sea that had floated on currents to the northern
end of the Bosphorus waterway that links the Black Sea with the Sea of Marmara and, ultimately, the
Mediterranean. “The appearance of mines led to the temporary closure of the Bosporus and a ban on night
fishing in the area. The Turkish navy has stepped up its air and sea operations to find them,” said a Dryad
report. Shipping in the Black Sea region has been advised to proceed with caution. Source : The Loadstar
_____________________________________________________________________________________

P&O Larne ferry ranked worst inspectors had seen in over 1,200 cases when
it came to sheer number of problems
The News Letter can reveal that following the mass firing of P&O’s UK crews last month,
inspectors uncovered no fewer than 31 problems on a Larne-based ferry. By Adam Kula
The extraordinary findings are contained in a report into the condition of the ‘EUROPEAN
CAUSEWAY, one of a number of roll-on-roll-off (RO-RO) ships operated by P&O Ferries. Incredibly,
the Scotland-to-Northern Ireland vessel had the worst report of any passenger ferry inspected in the last
three years within the ‘Paris MOU’ zone – the trans-Atlantic inspection area to which the UK belongs –
in terms of the sheer number of flaws uncovered. To put that into some perspective, there have been over
1,200 such ferry inspections in that time.
The P&O Ferries operated EUROPEAN CAUSEWAY vessel in dock at the Port of Larne, Co Antrim,
where it had been detained by authorities for being "unfit to sail"
The ship hit the headlines late last month after it was impounded by the Maritime and Coastguard Agency
(MCA).That decision followed the blanket sacking of an estimated 800 UK seafarers on March 17, and
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the firm’s effort to replace them with cheaper foreign labour. After the problems were raised and
addressed, MCA inspectors released the ship last Friday and it has now resumed sailing. P&O Ferries told
the News Letter “the safety of our passengers and crew is our foremost priority” and that “any suggestion
that it is being compromised in any way is categorically false”. Paris MOU stands for ‘Paris
Memorandum of Understanding’. It is a kind of maritime alliance comprised of the shipping authorities in
26 European nations (including the UK), plus Canada. Its website is basically a vast database of tens of
thousands of reports into everything from oil tankers to fishing boats. It allows people to search all
inspections since April 2019.
During that time there have been some 1,210 inspections of 348 different RO-RO passenger ferries,
leading to vessels being detained on 30 occasions. When it comes to the EUROPEAN CAUSEWAY, the
database reveals that it racked up 31 “deficiencies” during its inspection – which began eight days after
the mass sackings, and continued up until April 8, when the ship was released from its detention. That is
the highest number of deficiencies recorded across all of the 1,210 inspections which have taken place
over the past three years. The next highest was 29 deficiencies, uncovered onboard a Nigerian-flagged
ferry called MV Jireh during a check at a UK port in November 2019.
WHAT ARE THE 31 FLAWS?
The inspection report itself does not go into much detail about the precise nature of the problems, but here
is what it does reveal:
> Out of the 31 deficiencies found on the EUROPEAN CAUSEWAY (a 22-year-old ferry flying the flag
of the Bahamas), seven were grave enough to impound the ship.
> There were nine deficiencies in fire safety;
> Eight fell under the heading “certificate & documentation”, including missing certificates for crew and
survival/rescue craft;
> Four deficiencies under the heading of “labour conditions”;
> Two concerning “life-saving appliances” – specifically that “launching arrangements for survival craft”
were “not as required”, and that the “marine evacuation system” was “not properly maintained”;
> One deficiency relating to “water/weathertight conditions”;
> One concerning “propulsion and auxiliary machinery” including “gauges, thermometers etc” which
were “not properly maintained”;
> One under “emergency systems”, saying the “muster list” was incomplete;
> One under the heading “radio communications” saying there was a “lack of familiarity” with
equipment;
> One under “structural conditions”, saying “closing devices/watertight doors” were “not as required”;
> One marked “safety of navigation”;
> One listed as “ISM”;
> And one listed just as “other”.
P&O SAYS CHECKS HAVE GOT TOUGHER:
P&O Ferries said in a statement: “It is clear that – following interventions by ministers and MPs – the
MCA inspections have reached an unprecedented level of rigour. “We welcome this additional scrutiny
and would reiterate that the safety of our passengers and crew is our foremost priority.
“Any suggestion that it is being compromised in any way is categorically false and we look forward to all
of our ships welcoming tourist passengers and freight customers again as soon as all mandatory safety
tests have been passed.” The MCA told the News Letter: “If a vessel is detained, it remains that way until
all the problems that led to that detention are put right. “Then on being invited to reinspect, the MCA has
to be satisfied not only that they have been put right but that also the vessel in question is safe to put to
sea.” Source : News Letter
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Carnival shareholders told to oppose $15m pay bonanza for cruise boss
_____________________________________________________________________________

Climbing the rig
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EdL7UAZY2D8
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Video Shows Saipem 7000 Lifting Accident
A video of Thursday’s lifting accident on board the Saipem 7000 heavy lift crane vessel has made it onto
the web, revealing what appears to be a wire failure that caused one of the crane’s main blocks to crash
down onto the load.
As we reported, the Saipem 7000 listed heavily after what was described as a lifting accident in a
Norwegian fjord near Stavanger. No injuries were reported and the crane vessel was righted afterwards,
but a barge it was lifting capsized and could be seen overturned in the water next to the vessel.
An update from Saipem has now shed some light on the incident, revealing that the lift was part of a main
crane load test for classification society DNV:
“After having completed DP trials as per DNV testing program, Saipem 7000 was performing the
planned 5 years main cranes load test, under the attendance of Classification Authority.
“Further to a preliminary assessment, it would appear that the main block wire broke during the test
lifting operation and the testing load (two cargo barges) with the main block were released in the water.
“The unit, after an initial tilting caused by the load release, promptly returned in a stable position and
safe condition. A crane assessment is ongoing.“
Footage of the accident can be seen in the videos at:
https://gcaptain.com/saipem-7000-lifting-accident-video/?subscriber=true&goal=0_f50174ef036d3ca15d85-139894965&mc_cid=6d3ca15d85&mc_eid=4c72dd3685
Built in 1987, Saipem 7000 is a dynamically-positioned semisubmersible crane vessel operated by Italian
offshore contractor Saipem S.p.A. The vessel is one of the most capable ships of its kind in the world,
with two twin 7,000 metric tons capacity cranes for tandem lifts up to 14,000 mt.
In 2019, the Saipem 7000 set the Gulf of Mexico lifting record with an 11,100 mt lift of a gas
compression topside for a platform in the Ku Maloob Zaap oil field in Mexico’s Bay of Campeche.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Falklands 40, National Memorial Arboretum on 14 June - Portal Closing
Soon
Closing date for ticket applications by Falklands Veterans is Friday, 29 April. Contact me for
information.
If tickets are required for the Annual National Seafarers Service at St Pauls Cathedral, London on 12
October and the Cenotaph Service and Parade, Whitehall, London on 13 November, please contact me.
Regards,
Tim (Tim Brant, - Tel: 01733 205001, Email : events@mna.org.uk )
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Götheborg of Sweden
What is it like to sail on board Götheborg of Sweden as a deckhand? Have a look at what happens on
board: From bringing your passport when you sign on, to rig training, lessons, fire round, lookout post –
and all the other fun things that happen on board!
Life on board as a deckhand
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8AiYCofA1-Q m
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Crews remove 500 containers from grounded Ever Forward
CREWS are working to remove 500 containers from the 11,850-TEU EVER FORWARD that's been
stuck in the Chesapeake Bay, reports CBS News. They will dredge 43 feet deep and two crane barges will
be installed. The containers will be removed during the daytime and taken to the Seagirt Marine Terminal
in Baltimore. "Salvage experts determined they would not be able to overcome the ground force of the
Ever Forward in its current loaded condition," said the US Coast Guard. The ship first ran aground on
March 13 when it became trapped in 24 feet of mud. The first attempts to free the ship involved removing
84,000 cubic yards of mud from around its base as a way to refloat the ship. Even then, the tugboats were
unable to pull it free.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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EU And U.K. Near Conclusion of Fishing Rights Dispute April 10, 2022 Apr
10, 2022, (Bloomberg) –
The dispute between the European Union and the U.K. over fishing permits is nearing its conclusion as
almost all the contested licenses have been granted to French vessels, the Financial Times reported.
“The commission fully intends to continue building a successful and constructive relationship with the
U.K.,” EU commissioner for fisheries Virginijus Sinkevicius told the FT in an interview published
Sunday. “We managed to achieve most of the licenses that have been requested,” with around 70 permits
outstanding, he added.
Both sides have been in talks over EU vessels’ access to U.K. waters following Brexit in 2020. Paris
threatened to ask the bloc to take legal action over the issue as it considered that the U.K. demanded too
much evidence to allow French fishermen continuing their work in U.K. waters under the terms of the
new association agreement.
The dispute went quiet for weeks amid the turbulent geopolitical context following Russia’s invasion of
Ukraine. French President Emmanuel Macron said last week that 90 percent of licenses had been retained.
Overall, about 1,500 EU boats have access to the U.K.’s exclusive economic zone, 12 to 200 nautical
miles from the coast; and 150 to its territorial waters, from 6-12 miles out. In addition, 131 French boats
have licenses to fish around the channel island of Jersey and 44 around nearby Guernsey
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Maersk suspends some operations in KZN
DURBAN - Global shipping company Maersk says
it is assessing the impact on its operations. The
company says the flooding has caused widespread
damage to infrastructure including the Port’s
container terminal. Container gate operations as
well as terminal operations have been suspended for
now. Maersk has also had to close its offices and its
Global shipping company Maersk says it is
employees are currently working from home.
assessing the impact on its operations.
(eNCA/Screenhot)
Depots in the Durban area are closed amid reports
of damage to containers. Warehouses have also
been closed with potential damage to cargo. The company has also suspended the rail connection to the
terminal and all trucks have been grounded. Source : eNCA
_____________________________________________________________________________________

US Navy says new task force to patrol Red Sea amid Yemen war
Two to eight ships at a time will target those smuggling people, coal, weapons and drugs in the Red Sea.
The United States Navy said Wednesday it will begin a new task force with allied countries to patrol the Red
Sea after a series of attacks attributed to Yemen’s Houthi rebels in a waterway that is essential to global trade.
Vice Admiral Brad Cooper, who oversees the Navy’s Mideast-based 5th Fleet, declined four times to directly
name the Iran-backed Houthis in his remarks to journalists announcing the task force. The Houthis seized
Yemen’s capital, Sanaa, in September 2014. A Saudi-led coalition entered the war on the side of Yemen’s exiled
government in March 2015. Years of inconclusive fighting has pushed the Arab world’s poorest nation to the brink
of famine. A truce around the holy Muslim fasting month of Ramadan appears for now to be still be holding. The
Houthis have attacked ships, seized vessels, and launched explosive-laden drone boats and mines into the waters of the Red Sea,
which runs from Egypt’s Suez Canal in the north, down through the narrow Bab el-Mandeb Strait in the south that separates
Africa from the Arabian Peninsula. “In a macro sense, this region literally and figuratively fuels the world,” Cooper said. “The
area is so vast that we just can’t do it alone so we’re going to be at our best when we partner.” The Combined Maritime Forces
command, a 34- nation organisation that Cooper oversees from a base in Bahrain, already has three task forces that handle piracy
and security issues both inside and outside of the Persian Gulf. …………………………………………………… SOURCE: AP

_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Stranded Seafarers Escape Ukraine, Others Trapped By Emma Farge
A portion of the estimated 1,000 seafarers trapped in Ukraine have escaped, the International Labour
Organization and industry officials told Reuters, voicing concern for those remaining trapped onboard
ships or unaccounted for. Several foreign cargo ships have been struck by crossfire in Ukraine since the
Russian invasion began on Feb. 24. U.N. agencies have called for urgent action to protect some 1,000
seafarers from at least 20 countries, including in the besieged city of Mariupol that has been under
bombardment for weeks.
An estimated 100 vessels have been prevented from departing because of risks of drifting sea mines,
industry sources say.Fabrizio Barcellona, Seafarers' Section Coordinator at The International Transport
Workers' Federation (ITF), said the "vast bulk" of the seafarers who are from India, Syria, Egypt, Turkey
the Philippines and Bangladesh as well as Ukraine and Russia had left, travelling overland to Poland and
Romania.
He cited information from Philippine government sources saying that 83 of an original 480 seafarers of
Philippines nationality remain stranded. Philippine authorities were not immediately available for
comment. "A small number (of the estimated 1,000) remain stranded and unable to return home due to the
ongoing threat of potential military crossfire," he said. An ILO spokesperson said in an emailed response
to Reuters that some seafarers are still trapped on their ships, within earshot of shellfire, without giving
details. Others had been disembarked, including some who were repatriated home, while others were
under the protection of the Ukrainian army. Russia said on Wednesday it had taken control of Mariupol's
trading port and had freed "hostages" from vessels. On 11 April a letter was circulated to the International
Maritime Organization members by Dominica maritime authorities about its ship that sank in Mariupol
this month, saying that the crew was hiding on other vessels "under an immense amount of intense fear
and distress."Barcellona said the ITF, which represents some 200 seafarers' unions, had been seeking to
establish "blue corridors" but said this was impossible due to mines. The International Committee of the
Red Cross urged parties to the conflict to allow civilians, including commercial crews, to leave and said it
would raise this with authorities. Source : Reuters - Reporting by Emma Farge, Editing by William
Maclean
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Saipem Shares Possible Cause of Crane Vessel Tilting Incident in Norway
Italian energy services company Saipem, whose SAIPEM7000 crane vessel with 275 people aboard tilted
in a fjord in Norway on Thursday morning, released a statement on Thursday evening, confirming the
incident had occurred, and sharing preliminary info on the likely
cause. "
In the morning of today off the coast of Amoyfjorden (Norway), an
incident occurred on the vessel SAIPEM 7000. After having
completed DP trials as per DNV testing program, SAIPEM 7000 was
performing the planned 5 years main cranes load test, under the
attendance of the Classification Authority," Saipem said, also
confirming that nobody was injured during the incident. "Further to a
preliminary assessment, it would appear that the main block wire
broke during the test lifting operation and the testing load (two cargo
barges) with the main block were released into the water.
"The unit,
after an initial tilting caused by the load release,
promptly returned in a stable position and safe
condition. A crane assessment is ongoing,"
Saipem said. The self-propelled vessel, one of
the largest of its type in the world, can
accommodate 725 persons on board. It is used
for installation and decommissioning works in both offshore oil and gas and offshore wind industries. It
was built by Fincantieri in 1987, VesselsValue data show.
Source : offshore Engineer
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Stornoway’s new deep water terminal project includes dredging
by Zlatan Hrvacevic
Stornoway Port Authority and McLaughlin & Harvey have signed a contract for the construction of the
port’s new multipurposed Deep Water Terminal. According to the contractor, work on the
transformational project at the Outer Hebrides’ main port is expected to start in the coming weeks, while
completion of works is expected by the end of 2023. The Port Authority chair, Murdo Murray, said that
signing of the £49 million contract signals the beginning of works on “an historic project which has the
potential to truly transform the economy of the Outer Hebrides.” “The Deep Water Terminal will open a
new gateway to the islands for a wide range of sectors and become a catalyst for significant further
development here. It is already attracting high levels of interest from potential customers,” Mr Murray
added. “McLaughlin and Harvey are highly experienced in this kind of work and we look forward to
working with them on this project.” John Mariner, McL&H’s Contracts Director (Civil Engineering),
commented, “McLauglin & Harvey is delighted to have been selected by Stornoway Port Authority to
deliver the construction of the new Deep Water Terminal at Stornoway. We bring the experience from our
ever-expanding expertise in marine works and look forward to commencing works in the near future.” As
reported by the officials, the Deep Water Terminal will provide modern facilities for a variety of sectors,
including the energy and transport industries, and its design will enable it to be adapted for a wide range
of future uses. As well as being able to accommodate on and offshore wind farm vessels and support
other energy sector activity, its main berth will be suitable for the largest cruise liners, which will help
boost the islands’ important tourism industry. Development of the terminal will also increase the
capabilities and flexibility of the Arnish fabrication yard at Stornoway. Initial work to develop the new
facility will include piling activity, blasting of 750,000n tonnes of rock and dredging. Source :
dredgingtoday
__________________________________________________________________________________

Crew Member Killed in Containership Fire Off the Philippines
Mike Schuler April 18, 2022
The Philippine Coast Guard responded to a fatal containership fire off the Philippines on Sunday after a
pipe allegedly exploded on board.
The first was reported on board the M/V General Romula, with 20 crew members, on April 17 off of
Talisay City in the province of Cebu.
Three crew members were reported with injuries and one is deceased. The body of the deceased crew
member was reported to be still aboard the vessel, with rescuers unable to retrieve them due to the
magnitude of the fire.
https://gcaptain.com/crew-member-killed-in-containership-fire-off-thephilippines/?subscriber=true&goal=0_f50174ef03-3c0e5dd04f139894965&mc_cid=3c0e5dd04f&mc_eid=4c72dd3685
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Royal Navy ships will be ‘magnets’ for migrant boats and could make refugee
crisis worse, former officer says
Tom Sharpe, who spent 25 years in the Navy commanding four warships, says using military boats to
police the channel is ‘the wrong solution’
By Steve Robson
Royal Navy ships patrolling the Channel will act as “magnets” for migrant boats and could make the
current crisis worse, a former officer fears. ……… Mr Sharpe says commanding officer Commodore
John Craig faces a mammoth task.” I wouldn’t want that job, unless he’s been really empowered by the
Home Office to bash heads together,” said Mr Sharpe. “He’s going to have a hell of a job.” Source : Inews
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Former Navy Ship Turned Private Luxury Explorer at the Center of a Legal
Scandal by Otilia Drăgan
A vessel’s destiny can have so many twists
and turns that it goes from one honourable
position to the opposite. A venerable boat
that has served in New Zealand’s Royal
Navy and was then converted into a luxury
explorer ended up being used for illegal
KAHU is a former Royal New Zealand Navy boat converted into a
activities. Hopefully, a new, better chapter
luxury explorer
is about to be written in its history. It’s not
uncommon for former military vessels to
be converted after a lengthy service so that they can gain a second life as pleasure crafts. M/Y Kahu, built
in 1979 at Whangarei Engineering & Construction, was only used to patrol missions before it went on a
different path decades later. In 2011 it underwent an extensive refit at Fitzroy Yachts after being
purchased by the shipyard’s owner with the purpose of turning it into a premium family explorer.
The refit of the “Moa” class vessel with a length of 122 feet (37 meters) added to approximately 100,000
hours. Its owner at the time, Peter White-Robinson, told Superyacht Times that in addition to the
upgraded electronics and navigation system, Kahu boasted a lot of new equipment, including stabilizers, a
third generator, and a sewage treatment plant. In terms of performance, the results were impressive – the
former Navy vessel increased its range from 1,300 miles (2,000 km) to 8,000 (12,870 km) at a speed of 8
knots (9 mph/14.8 kph), with a fuel capacity that was almost double.
In terms of design, although all of its six cabins remained below deck, they were equipped with
bathrooms and beautifully decorated. The galley became an ultra-modern family kitchen, and guests were
able to enjoy a generous salon and a jacuzzi. But the fresh luxury yacht didn’t get to explore too much
before it was sold once again due to the shipyard and its owner’s financial troubles. Now, a decade later,
it’s headed for auction. It turned out that its exploring capabilities were being used for all the wrong
reasons - last year, it was intercepted in international waters, and its crew was arrested in a counternarcotics operation. Sadly, the ship that was initially a patrol boat had become the exact opposite.
As the owner who was using it for illegal activities is now awaiting a sentence in the UK, Kahu is getting
ready to go under the hammer. With an estimated worth of $1.3 million (£1 million), this venerable ship
will hopefully gain back its dignity. Source : autoevolution
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

News just in:
Police have found
a getaway car
containing an
incomplete set of
golf clubs.
They are still
searching for the
driver.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
I am really disgusted with myself.
I was on the verge of winning the "World's Most Congested Nose" competition.
……………………………………………………..……….. And then I blew it.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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The Christening
My friend’s pregnant sister was in a terrible car accident and went into a deep coma.
After nearly six months, she woke up and saw that she was no longer pregnant. Frantically, she asked the
doctor about her baby.
The doctor replied,
“You had twins, a boy and a girl. The babies are fine.
However, they were poorly at birth and had to be christened immediately, so your brother came in and
named them.”
The woman thought to herself, “Oh suffering Lordy, no, not me brother. He’s a clueless idiot.”
Expecting the worst, she asked the doctor,
“Well, what’s my daughter's name?”
“Denise,” said the doctor.
The new mother was somewhat relieved and thought to herself, “Wow, that's a really beautiful name. I
guess I was wrong about my brother, I really like Denise.”
Then she asked ….
“What's the boy's name?”
The doctor replied (wait for it …)
…
“Denephew”
_____________________________________________________________________________________

No joke! Scary, but true?
Scroll down
Presenting the
New Mercedes
Benz SCL 600
Pretty, isn't it?

So?
What's different about this car?
Not this...
OR even this...
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Here is the real difference.

WHOA !
No Steering Wheel
No Pedals either
You drive this car with a joystick
Do you think that you
can drive with a joystick?
Your kids and grand kids can.
The influence of video games in our lives has really arrived, wouldn't you say?
But there is more!
The SCARY THOUGHT is:
NOW a 3-YEAR-OLD can STEAL your car
AND DRIVE IT BETTER THAN YOU CAN !
Yep - Start checking the senior bus schedule!!!!
_____________________________________________________________________________________

TWO DOCTORS.......
Two patients limp into two different medical clinics with the same complaint.
Both have trouble walking and appear to require a hip replacement.
The FIRST patient is examined within the hour, is x-rayed the same day and has a time booked for
surgery the following week.
The SECOND sees his family doctor after waiting 3 weeks for an appointment, then waits 8 weeks to see
a specialist, then gets an x-ray, which isn't reviewed for another week and finally has his surgery
scheduled for 6 months from then.
Why the different treatment for the two patients?

The FIRST is a Golden Retriever.
The SECOND is a Senior Citizen.
Next time take me to a vet!
_____________________________________________________________________________________

P.S.
Ever Forward Refloating Follows 35-Day Salvage Operation – PHOTOS
https://gcaptain.com/ever-forward-salvage-successful/?subscriber=true&goal=0_f50174ef03-3c0e5dd04f139894965&mc_cid=3c0e5dd04f&mc_eid=4c72dd3685
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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The Merchant Navy Association
Bringing Seafarers past & present together
Through meetings and communications
Comradeship and Support for all seafarers
Merchant Navy and Fishing Fleets
For information visit our website
www.mna.org.uk
____________________________________________________________________________________________

That’s all from me now folks.

Stay Safe Shipmates
Good Health, Fair Winds and Calm Seas. Take Care.

Yours Aye,
Malcolm
Malcolm Mathison
Past National Chairman
Merchant Navy Association
Tel: 01472 277 266 Mob: 07831 622 312 Email:
R546060@aol.com
www.mna.org.uk
Registered Charity No. 1135661
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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